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KOW CAN RFTAIL DRUOGIST MEFT COVFFTITIOr?
CHAPTFR I
THF COT'PFTI'^inN OF THF nTDKPENDFNT RFTAIL DRUCCIRT.
The men meet prominent in the retail cirug
businesn have been divided for several year in their
opinions on how the retail druggist can beet r-.eet the
competition of chain stores, departrr.ent stores and mail
order houses. While their opinions have beer, divided
thus, this competition has becorn-^- more intense and
serious. Drug store statistics shovr that chains in the
retail drug business have increa ed 121 per cent since
(1)
1919. Since before that date there has been a tendency
on the r.art of department stores to consolidate for the
purpose of increasing their buying pov»er. In 1937, tv;c
of the largest mail order houses announced their inten-
tion of entering the chain store field and at this t im.e
have opened several stores according to this plan. Cn
the whole, all of these types of retailers have r.ade
their apreal for increa -ed businfsf: on the basis cf price,
(1) "Eastern Drug Market," September 1928 p 11
•
the result being that the independent druggist is finding
it increaoingly difficult to meet their sealing price.
The preoenraticn of pharmacy ae it is ncv: ccnduoted being
dependent on the retailer's ability to me€ t this competi-
tion, the subject m^erits intensive stud^?- frcmi any angle of
approach
,
The opinions of druggists have finally come
down to three distinct proposals, viz; government control,
price maintenance legislation and cooperative retail
buying. This study would attempt to find cut the relative
importance of these proposals as a solution. If any of
them is not a solution what further must the druggist do
to be able to rieet their prices and stil_ make such a
profit as v/ill enable him. to remiain in business?
DFVFLOPHFK'!' OF HODFRN MARKET IMG
In medieval times a market, such as we under-
stand the term, today, did not exist, ""^hile there were
some indications that it wrs beginning to expand before
the later years of the eighteenth century it was not until
those years that the real expansion began. At that time
such^change came about in production that it is ccmronly
called the Industriol Revolution. This change v.'as due in

the most part to a serine cf invent icne v;hich revcluticn
ized industry. Becauoe of them the divieicn cf Isbcr
was greatly elaborated and hac reeulted in owe large
scale production cf today. This tendency to large scale
production ha a had serious eccnocic effects, one of the
most important of \7hich ie the one rhich concerns us here
--its effect upon the distribution cf goods.
The period from the Industrial Revolution to
about 1880 vb& marked by emphasis on production. Distribu
tion during those vears was lim.it ed to the orthodox
system in which the goods passed from: nanufacturer to
wholesaler, to retailer, to consuner. • In spite cf the
emphasis placed upon production during this period and
the phenomenal ^vay in which productive pcv;er expanded,
nevertheless, the market expanded mere rapidly. This
vras due in a large m.easure to the m.echanicrl discoveries
which so expanded production, the canal, the railroad,
the stsam.ship, the telegraph and telephone helping to
open new markets. Nevrl^,'- discovered countries had tc be
colonized, '^he spread of printing and education, with
the resulting rise in the standard cf living, created
new m.arkets for ncr goods. During this period m.arketing
problem^s were cf little momicrt the market was there;
the big problemi wr.s to suprly it.
•
4.
In the later yez^vs of the nineteenth century,
however, thic ccrdition of affairs became revereed,
production finally outrunning the narket. It rould eeem
that production then munt he lessened, hut the contrary
was and io true today. B^cauce of indire-^t costs the
producer from this tir.e on hac been forced to increase
production and develop a market by any meanc v/hich he can,
RFSULT
Studies in production costs have bro\;ght to
light the im.pcrtsnce of the subiect of indirect costs.
They have shown that an increase of ten rer cent in over-
head may mean succesa or failure. It is absolutely
necessary that factories be kept running at as near
capacity as possible, not only during certain sea pons, but
every day during the year. The producer is ccm.pelled,
therefore, to produce the most goods pcscible and compelled
likewise, to develop ner riarkets and ner: marketing channels
through which to dispose of this increased production.
While studies in production costs have
succeeded in decreasing such costs, the eame- mainly,
because of the hum^an element- is not true in di str ibi;t ion,
the coots of which have steadily increa -ed. '^he division

of labor, about ^'7hich 've have sporer, did ret arrl^- only
to the splitting up of the mechanical operatirns necessacy
to produce an article and the lir.iting of eacV one of
these operations to an individual, but to a geographical
division ao vrell. The marketing probler since that tir.e
has been to get the products of t^e'^e geographical 'tre&e
eschanged. For several y^:ar6, we have heard it said that
these costs are far too high, and that they r.uct be lov:ered,
The attempts that have thus far been made have sought to
elirinate one or more of the middlericn. Chain stores,
ir.aii order houses, snd cooperative retail buying represent
such attenpts. On the one hand, the manufacturer hears
the cry of the consumer for lower prices ar.d lower dis-
tribution costs, and on the other, sees that he must find
added channels besides the regular retailer as an outlet
for his increased production. The chain store, department
store and m.ail order house, because of their low prices,
are popular with the consumer and offer him this added
outlet for his products. Consequently, the rianufacturer
has welcomed themi and sold to them, on the same or better
terms, than to the regular wholesoler.
^11 three of these nev types of distributors
have been extrrm.ely succesf.ful and their business is ncr

growing oncrr.ouaiy. This succesc has been due in a large
measure to the lov.- pcice at vz-'^ich they are able tc sell
their goods, '^his has been rcssible because of their
large buying pov^r, savings ard effifiency in rianagemf^nt
,
and large sales due to intensive selxing n'iethods. In
addition to these advar-tag-^s the-"" have resorted tc so
Galled predatory methods by which the independent retailer,
as shov/n by Tables 1 and 2 Pages 9 and 10, is oo'^pelied
to oell many advert i 'ed goods for lesr, than the price he
has to rny for ther..
TFF "T^OLFSALFR
One of the results, as we hf.ve noted, of the
Industrial ^evolution, was a geographical dix'-ision of laboy
The probier. of narketing ie tc get the products of one area
to that of another group which has specialized in the
nanufacture of sore other product and has none of the
product of the first area. The aim of marketing should be
to get the goods froni the producer to t he . c onsurr er with
the least possible additional exyense consistent with
satisfactory service. The function of iroducing goods
LB rriFarilv to give "forrr." utility to therr., v;hi:^e that
Df marketing is to give "tir:ie" and "place" utility, '^here

can be no question, in the drug business, but that the
wholesaler, just as rr:uch as the retailer, surplies these
latter utilities. His stock is comronly in the neighbor-
hood of 50,000 different items, some of v,'hich are collect-
ed from all parte of the world. It i^ould be impcs^.-ible,
from a cost point of view, for the retail drug store to
carry individual accounts with manufacturers of the
various items which he sells, Furtherm.cre , when the
druggist needs a great many of his goods, he needn them
quickly. Not knowing lust which cnes he may need, the
only solution must be that aom.ebody have a ccmiplete stock
handy from, which he car. draw hie needs quickly.
The chain store, departr.ent store, and rail
order houses represent attem.pts to eliminate the whole-
saler, the aim. being to get the goods from the producer
to the consumiOr with the least possible expense. While
they have succeeded in elimir-ating some of the expense
formerly incurred by the wholesaler, they have not
actually eliminated bin because they are performing m.cst
of the wholesalers functions themiselves. '''his is true
miore particularly of the chain store. There is ro question
but that the warehousing funct i'^n, from^ the chain store
point of vie^, is the miost imiportant service which the
wholesaler renders and this is the important '"unct ion

6which the chain store performs for itself. It acts as
distributor for its ovrn stores in the 3arr.e rrty t.hp^t the
vrhclesc^ler acts for the indeper.dent store, and as v:ill
be shoY^n later, at a considerable saving.
In actual practise sere groups of producers
as the Ciiifcrnia Fruit Growers .^s£ ociat ion, have found
it possible and profitable to eliminate the riddier.an.
Such a condition is not possible in the drug business
80 long as vre have the independent retailer. At precent,
there are 50,000 independent retail drug stores doing
(1)
80 per cent of the retail drug businesc. (This does not
take into consideration the merchandise that was formerly
sold only in drug store, but v;hich is now sold by depart-
ment stores, mail order houses, "drugless" drug stores,
and other retailers.) The success of the independent
drug store depends upon small stocl;s, v.'hich must be turned
rapidly. Go long as conditicns remain as they novr are,
with many small retailers and miany m.anufacturers all
widely scattered from one ancrher, there V7ill have to be
some sort cf wholesaler, as retailer, m.ar.ufactur er and
consum.er are all benefited by him. "^he vhclecaler ' s cost
cf perfcrmiing the various functions which he does are
high when compared with those cf the cooperative whole-
(1) Pharm.acentical Era, October 1927, p. 37

TABLE I. PROFI'^ III PATET^T l^EDICINES TIYEV. SOLD 3Y THE
irmEPENDETTT AT CPAIIJ STORE PRICES (l)/
Article Chains Independent's Profit or Loee
Selling PricG Cost (2) Per Cent on
Sell I ng Price
Vick'3 V^po Rub .24 .24 0 pe oftnt
Scott ' a Emulsion .74 .75 1.3 * 11
Pisos for Coughs .24 .24 0 II
Papes Cold
Compound .24 .24 0 If II
Maltine and
Comb inati one ,92 1.00 8 * II
Mulsified
Cocoanut Oil . 34 .40 15 in n
Bayers Aspirin
Tablet s .89 .88 1.1 II II
Hub ba r d ' 8 Ce rr i-
'
s ide 1 19 1 00 3 8 II n
Gude ' s Pepto
T/a nga n
. 98 , 942 10.6 ti ti
Caid^rell ' 8
Syrup Pepsin .46 . 40 14. II tf
Fellow's Syrup .21 .20 10. If
Grove ' s Laxat ive .39 .20 2 .
5
* II
Bromo Quinine
.43 .40 7.5 * II
Resinol Ointment .45 .40 12.5 If II
California Syrup
of Figs .37 .75 6. m «
Pape's Diapepsin .47 .50 12.3 * II
Lister ine .19
Baume Gengue
Beecham's Pills 22.6 V II
??eldona .97 1 .67
(1) Articles selected at random from advertisement of
Liggett' 3 in Boston Post January 25, 1928
(2) Taken from January issue of FB-atern Drug Market.
* Loss.

TABLE II. PROFIT IN TOILF'^ PREPi^ RAT IONS "WH SOLD B'^'' THE
I^IDEPENDFNT AT CHAIN STORE PRICES (1)
Article ChairaS Indeper dent ' s Per Cent
Selling Price Cost (2) Profit or Less
cn Selling Price
Pinand's Fau
de Cuinine ,54 .646 19.
G
* per cent
Mennes's Talcum .16 .167 4.4 * «t M
Palmclive
Shaving Cream .23 .25 8 .7 t« n
Golden Peacock
Bleach Cream .69 .67 3. n II
Froetilla .21 .233 10.9 * tt It
Woodbury'
8
Soap .17 .192 13. * n It
Pepsodent To'^th
Paste .32 .355 10.6 * H n
M ennen ' a Shav ing
Cr earn .33 .34 3.3 * H ft
Hinds H~ney &
Almcnd Cr?am .69 .73 5.8 * It tt
Pebeco Tooth
Paste .32 .34 6.2 II «
Cuticura Soap .18 .20 11.1 It II
Kolynos Dental
Cream .21 .205 .2 II ti
La May Face
Powder .45 .34 24.4 II It
Dyer Kiss 'P'^'ce
Powder .55 .40 27.2 11 It
Deo do .33 .34 3.3 * II II
Ipana Tooth
Paste .32 .34 6.2 * II tt
(1) Articles selected at random from advett is eneiIt Of
Liggett 's in Boston Post. Januai:y 25, 1929
(2) Tci-ken from, January issue of Eastern Drug Market.
*Loes

saier, as will be shov;n ir. the chapter on cooperative
retail buying, ^.^h ether we si^all have the service whole-
saler or the cooperative wholesaler ir. the future, is one
of the questions on v;hich an opinion will finally be given.
Having shown the need for the stores with
whose comretition this study deals an^^ the dependence of
the retailer uron the rholesaler, it will be necessary
to discuss briefly* the competition of these various t^-p^s
of distributors before passing to a discussion of the
solution to their compet it icn.
THE MAIL OR^^R f!OUGE, DEPAR'^KFN?
A?JD CHAIN S'^ORT
The 50,000 retail drug stores of the United
States may be divided into three broad clas -es, viz;
country stores, neighborhood stores and city stores. Up
to the present time, the first type of store is the one
that has felt most keenly the competition of the mail order
houses. Since these stores have entered the chain depart-
ment store field, however, the city and neighborhood drug
stores will also feel their comiretiticn in the same way
that they feel the ccm.pet it ion of chain and department
stores at present, ""he most reliable statistics on the
im.portance and extent of the mail order business, show
i
that three of the lai'geet did a businese in 1924 cf
t 402, 584,825, This authority ectimates this figure as
being about one fourth of the total retail n.ail order
business. Accordingly, the vclur.e of business for that
year is given as 500, 000, 000 or 4 per cent of the entire
(1)
retail trade of the country.
The nail order house has several corr.pet it ive
advantages. In the first place it does an enormous
volume of business enabling it to buy fror. the r.snufactur-
er at the loweot possible prices, v'hile it has some items
of expense >vhich are compar it ivelj'' heavy, several, on
the other hand, are very love. A r.aii order house does
not have to locate in the high rent district as a cheap
rent near a railroad sidirg is -^'ore desirable for its
purposes. It can also save on the help since its clerks
do not have to me^ customers personally, therefore,
appearance, pleasing manners, pleasant voice, and the
other necessary requisites of the store sales lady or man
are not important and allow hiring a cheaper grade of
help, Moreover, more sales per day per clerk can be
made since they do not have to shovr goods and v'ait for
customers to make up their minds. As man^.- cf the goods
advert ised, are not carried in stock, but are sent direct
(l)pP^\:^ H. Nystrom, Harvard Business Review, January 192E

from the factory, a smaller inventory ic possible with
consequent snir.Her expense and larger turnover. The chief
competitive disadvantages of the rail order house are its
large advertising expense for catalogues and its expense
for correspondence ard delivery.
The 1920 census estimated the number of depart-
m.ent stores in the United States at over 11,000. Another
(1)
v/riter five years later estimated their number at
6,230, 3,700 of which did an annual business of ^50,000,
and 445 of ^-^hich did -'^l, 000, 000 or rcre a year. Accept-
ing the definition of this writer of a depar-'rert store
—
"only larger institutions doing an annual business of
|50,000 or more" the total vclur.e of department store
business in the United States in 1934 was 4, 500, 000, 000
or 18 per cent of the total retail trade.
The department store like the r.ail order house
'
buys in such' large ouantitics as to cominanci the manufac -
turer's lowest price. It emiploys expert buyere, who are
good .iudges of quality, know values, and can buy job lots
and bankrupt stocks most aavantageously . In considering
departm.ent stores it rust be rer.emtoered that their appeal
is made chiefly to the wcm.en. It is im.Tortant then to
consider the extent to which vvomf n are buying all the
(1) Paul K. ITystromi, op. cit.
I
household needs. One v.'r iter estinetf-s th£.t v/onen now
buy 24 per cent cf the rens clothing, 90 per cent of the
groceries and 75 per cent of cll oth^r goodc used in the
home. Departnent stores eg a rule locate together and
forir. a sho^ping center to v.'hich the women c.re attracted.
In thic sare conner:;ticn the ability cf the departr.ent
store to use the daili^papere as an advertising r.ediur. ie
important as this advertising is din^ctrd to and read by
the women who do the buying.
The departrr.ent store has had one important
competitive disadvantage, which is the high coet cf the
various added services v;hich it renders. In sr ite of
this high expense it has succe^eded in renting other com-
petitors. It Tv'ould eeemi that in the future this is going
to becom.e of less importance, because the chains having
m.ade their apy>eal vrhollv on price, if they are to increase
their sales volume in the future, wi^l have to give added
services which will tend to placf them, nearer cn a par
with the departm.ent stores in this •respect,
(2)
The same authority previously quoted estimated^
in 1925 that there were over 4,000 chains with 35,000 unit
stores, representing c^Il retail lines. These stores, he
(1) Converse, "llarketing Methods and Policies," p,25?
(2) Paul I! , !Iystro:-,op.c it .
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estimated, did a business of over if 2,800, 000, 000 or about
8 per cent of the total retail trade. In the drug
businesG there were in 1926, 2,500 unit ntores v/hich were
members of chains. These were located in 250 cities and
150 outside towns, "^he annual volur.e of sales of these
stores waa not lest- than ?2 50, 000, 000, which is about
20 per cent of the total drug store sslec. '^he cities
and towns where these chain stores are located represent
(1)
90 per cent of the locations where cut prices prevail
»
The cor.petitive advantages of the chain store
are r.ore nucercus than those of the other types of
retailers wMoh we have C'-nsidered . Their buying power
is equal to that of any other retail agency. Like the
department store it can use newspaper space for adverising
as advantageously and it has proven that it can turn its
merchandise quicker than any other type of retailer. It
is in a position to hire the highest type of executive
management and has proven too that its operating expense
is the lowest of any retailer, due principally to the
fev/ services vrhich it renders, and various other economies
of operation which will be considered later.
Summing up the inform.aticn here given we find
that the competition under consideration does about 28
( 1 ) ." Pharm.acent ical Era," October, 1927 p. 11

per cent of the total retail busineoc of the United
States. In the drug field the chains alone are at present
doing at leait 20 per cent of the entire drug buciness
which figure does not consider the amount dene by the
other tv70 types in at leaBt 50 per cent of drug store
merchandiTC v:hich they handle. The encrmcus buying
power of all of then stands out as their strongest
competitive weapon. All do a r.uch I'-rger volume of
business on the amo\;nt of capital inve-";ted than the inde-
pendent retailer, and the ch--in store's cost of doing
business especially, is much lo^rer. The result is that
all three are able to sell at a price which the indepen-
dent has difficulty in meeting.
1
CIlArTFR II
GOVFRIUfFNT REGULATION
In the preceding chapter a ntud^' has been made
of the three retail agencies that are the chief ccr.petitors
bf the independent retail druggist. Three rr.ain solutions
pave bC'-n proposed to enable hiir. to meet their corrpet it icn,
jiriz; government regulation, price maintenence legislation
md cooperative retail buying. It is our purpose novr to
inquire into each of them to determine if, in fact, any of
there offers a comrlete solution, of ir the druggist must
rely on some other means to give him^ the necessary relief.-
LEGISLA^ION TO COirROL THE ?JTJ1.!BFR OF STORES
Before going into the subiect of legislation
It is necessary for us to see just what the legal definitior
)f "drug business" is, even though v;e may think that every-
body has a clear conception of its meaning. As defined by
(1)
Ifassachusetts la^'^ "Drug Business" as used in the tv/o
following sections, shall mean the sale, or the keeting
iLnd exrosing for sale of drugs, miedicime, chemicals, or
[1) General Laws of Massachusetts. Chapter 37.

poisons, except as otherwise prcvid^^ d in section thirty-
(2)
five, also the sale or the keeping or exposing for sale
of opium, morphine, heroin, codeine or other narcotics
or any salt or compound thereof, or any preparation con-
taining the sane, or cocaine, alpha or beta eucaine, or
any synthetic substitute therefor, or any salt or compound
thereof, or anv preparation containing the same and the
said terrr. shall also mean the com.pounding and dispensing
of physicans' prescriptions."
When vre look at the m.oderr. drug store and
then consider hew little of the business dene by it is
considered "drug business" in the eyes of +he la"' we see
at once that it is a business essentially different from
any other retail business. On the one hand the druggist
is a professional m^n requiring a technical training and
on the other a m.erchandiser in competiti'~n i.Tith m.any
other druggists and the various other retailers who carry
the same types of merchandise.
The legislation that has been proposed which
bears upon the subiect of com»petition has beer, of three
kinds, viz; (1) Legislation to control the number of
stores, {?,) Legislation intended to keep the mianagement
(2) This section escludes patent and proprietory m.edicines
and a list of drugs, chemicals and poisons used in the
arts or as household remedies.

or ownership cf drug otcres in the hande of registered
druggists, (3) Legislation to prei'-ent unfair ccmpetiticn
and unfair trade practices.
In the United Stater, there has been a tendency
on the part of individuals but more especially- on the part
of chains to open new stores. This has increased com-
petition and otherwise produced deplorable conditions.
Under our competitive sy^'ster?^ anyone who feels that he can
succeed has the right to open a retail store, '^he young
man working as an apprentice looks forv;ard to the day when
he vrill o^n his ov/n business. The recent graduate from
t hs college of pharmacy feels that upon graduation he is
ready to start in as a proprietor. The result is that a
great r.an^' nev; stoc'^s arc being opened.
Two stores ace located cn the u-^.e street a
fer blocks apart and each store is doing a fairly good
busines3. Each proprietor is able to employ a registered
clerk allowing them to take a reasonable ar.cmt of tim.e
off and give the clerks good working hours. Without
sufficient knowledge of the amo-^nt of business either
store is doing or the exact possibilities of the neigh-
borhood, but simply upon the judgm.ent of an individual,
a new dtore is opened between the two. The trade of the
locality previously divided betw*^ -^n two stores is now

divided hetvrern three; each cf the clde:r stores loosing
some cf its business to the third. The amount cf busines
that an3^ of the stores is nor doing does not allow it to
comply vrith the lav: by ke^^ping a registered clerk in the
store at all tir.es. They have lost their positions. The
proprietors now cone face to face with not only the com-
petition among themselves but rrith that cf sll the other
types of stores which handle a large proportion cf so
called drug store merchandise.
The National Association of Retail Druggists
at their convention in 19P:7 passed the follc.'ving resolu-
tion:
"Whereas, the major menace confronting retail
drUf-^^ists today is the ever increasing
multiplicity of new stores, and
Whereas, this condition is in a measure due
to a desire on the part of students in
pharriacy to embark in business imr.ediately
upon graduation, be it Resolved, that college
professors, wholesale druggists, representatives
of r.anufactur ing pharmacists and others in-
terested, be requeL:tedto acquaint future
pharmacists with this deplorable *Btate of
things" - the while urging future proprietors
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to acquire stores already established."
In Massachusetts in 1922 there was a net in-
crease of seventy in the number of drug stores, '^his
was the largest increase cf any -ear up to this tinie as
shown by table III Page 22.
The State Board of Pharnacy gave it ae its
opinion that this incroaoe was due to the fact that rest
of these stores were being financed by persons not
(1)
registered as Pharmacists
, In its report for iG23 the
increaG-e in the nunrber of stores ras again r.enticned. In
this report is said:
"At the present time there are 1,864 stores, 441
of this number being located in Boston. It is a
question whether or not this increase in abnormal
comrsared vvfith the increase in other lines of
business. A certain drug magazine in gathering
statistics on this point claims that in Massachusetti
>
the increase is not abncrmial, but that in several
states it is decidedly so, and intimates that the
allurem.ent to the drug business in these states is
the handling of intoxicating liquors in drug stores'.*
A study cf table IV Page 3;^ shows that the
number of drug stores in 1927 in J.^a ssachusett e vr^ s lees
per 1000 inhabitants than it was five, ten^ fifteen or
(1) Reports of l^aaaa r^hus fit.t. g "Rnr^rrj nf Phsrmr. ^y_, 1Q?1

TABLF III. INCREASE IN TILT^IBERS OF DRUG STORES IN
MAS^^ACTTT^SF""S FROM 1899 to 1927
(DatO' coini'iled from reports of the State Board of
Pharmacy )
Year Total No.
of Stores
Stores
Opcnr d
Stores
ClcGr-d
Net
Increase
1899 1563
1908 1611
1909 1674 OO
1910 1685 27 15 11
1911 1710 25 25
1912
1913
1914 1745
1915 1751 32 26 6
1916
1917 1737
1918 1639 98 *
1319 " 16'57 18 18
1920 1^389 32 32
1921 1734 65 20 45
1922 1804 102 32 70
1923 1864 88 28 60
1924 1830 32 66 34
1935 1863 56 23 33
192 6 1894 68 37 31
1927 1815 93 71 22
* Decrease

tv;enty yearc ago. In 1930 only AOfo cf the druggists in
Massachusetts took cut licenses to sell liquor and in
1936 only 30 ^ had licenses and many of these were dis-
(2)
penaing less than one perscription per day. These
reports bring out the fact that interests outside cf
druggists themselves are interested in the opening of
drug stores. This brings us to the ques-tion of CTrner-
ship lav's vrhich will be discusr-ed later. ?'hile there
has been much talk among druggists for legislation
specifically stating the number of drug stores per
1,000 population, Massachusetts has not seen the need
for such. Legislation of another type has kept their
number at a lov/er per cent than that of most the
other states,
LEGI?)LATION TO K^FP I'AMGTCMEOT
IN THF HANDS OF DRUGGISTS
The State Board of Pharmacy was created in
Mas 3achusetts in 1R85 at which time certain centre! eve
the drug stores (if I'lastiachu setts v:as given to this boar
It v/r.s required to report to the Governor annually on
its activities. It has been its custom to embody in
11
these reports recommendat ions which it thought would
benefit the profession of pharmacy. These r ecomniendat ions
have nearly al\7ays been conservative and these v/hich have
become laws have undoubtedly benefited pharmacy and the
people of the State,
A study of thene recomnendat ions shcr/s that
they bear upon the subject of competition only in that they
have intended to keep the active managerient of drug stores
in the hands of registered pharmacists, (v;ith one exception
which will be discusned later,) the intent being to not
only protect the -ublic hea-th and safety, but to insure
to the druggist that business which properly belongs to
h im
.
The lav vhich we now have regulating the trans-
(1)
actions of the retail drug business was passed in 1913.
It reads:
"The Board of Re gistrat ion in pharmac^' shall upon
the aprlication issue a permit to keep open a store
(2)
for the transaction of the r'^. tai^ drug business to
(3)
such persons, firms, or corporations as the Board
(1) Mass. Acts 1915, Chapt. 7 05
(2) "Drug business" as previously defined under Kass, Laws
Chapt. 37
(3) Opportunity will be gi^en later to compare the law of
other states in the case of granting licenses to corpora-
t ions*

may deem qualified tc conduct suck a ctore
and shall expire on the firat da** of January
following the date of its issue."
Under this lavr every store nust be regieterd with the
Board, which is given broad po?;ers in detfrrining who
should or should not be granted a license, llo other
person, firm or corporation is perrr.itted to sel^. drugs
at retail except such few drugs as sp^ecified in the law,
(1)
In determining what partnerships and corporations are
qualified, and that the manager.ent is in the hands of
registered pharmacists, the board has set the interest
which the rharmacist or pharmacists nmst have in the
business at 51 per cent of the investment in the cace of
partnerships and 51 per cent of the capital stock out-
standing in the case of corporations.
Two further lav:s have been paeced intended
to keep out of the drug business the capital of liquor
interests or those outsiders primarily interested in the
increased sale of side lines made possible by the prectige
of drug stores and the profits therefrom. One of these
' (2)
is as follows:
"No such permit shall be issued for a corporaticn
to keep open a store for the transaction of the
(1) General Laws, Chapt 112, Sect. 35
(2) Acts of 1913, Chapt. 705, Sect, 4

TABLF IV OF DrITTG STORES PFR 1000 POPULA'T'IOT: IN
MASSi^.d-r^SFT'^S I?I TITF 5 YFAr PERIODS FRO!.: ISOO tc 1925
(Data compiled fi*om reports of the State Board cf
Pharrio cy
)
Year Popuiat icn No. of Stores Stores per
1000 iFxhabitants
1900 2,805,346 1583 1 to 1,772
1905 3,003,635
1910 3,366,416 1685 1 to 1,998
1915 3,693,310 1751 1 to 2,109
1920 3,852,356 1689 1 to 2,2E0
1925 4,144,205 1863 1 to 2,224
TABLE Y MBFR OF D;^TTa STORES PER 1000 POPUU'^ION I!!
CIT'^ OF BOSTON FOR THE ^TARS 1899-1923-1927
(Date 001111? il ed from reports of the State Board of
Pharmacy)
-Tear Population (1) No. of Stores Stores per 1000
Inhafc itant s
1899
1923
1927
560,892
748, 080
781,529
332
441
412 *
1 to 1,690
1 to 1 , 696
1 to 1,897
*From •'Boston- An Old City with New Oportun ities" issued
by Boston Char.ber of Commerce, 1928
(1) Figures for populations are- for the vearc 1900,
1920, 1925.
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retail drug buoineRC, unless it shall appear tc
the aat isfaction of said board that the r.anager.e nt
of the drug business in auch stores is in the hands
of a registered pharmacist."
To prevent the rranagenent Iron getting into
01)
other hands the fo^lcving iar was pacsed:
"No unregistered co-partner or unregistered stock-
holder in a corporatirT- doing a retail drug business
shall hereafter be actively engaged in the drug
busineso the terms "personal eurervieion" as
used in the act shall rr.ean that a register^.d
pharmacist is in charge and present in the store."
The Supreme Court of Kassachueetts has ruled
that "manageKent " in the first quoted law refers onl3- to
(2)
personal supervision of the store itself. In the second
i^uoted law the attorney general has defined "actively
sngaged" to mez.n the doing of any v/ork in the store.
Briefly, then the lavrs referred to mean that a corporation
sannot do drug business in Massachusetts unless 51 per
;ent of the capital stock outstanding is owned by a
iruggist and that no stockholder unless he is a registered
:)hariTiaciGt can do any work in the store and that the
;i) Acts of 1G13, Chapt. 720, Sect. 1
[?>) Jaynes Drug Company vs. William S. Flint et als.

supervision of the store, v.'hich hao been approved ty the
State Board of Pharmacy and granted a license to keep
open as aijch, must be in the hands of a registered
pharrr.acist . The result has been to indirectly contrcl
the number of stores by keeping the ir.anegement of the
stores in the hands of druggists. In addition by prevent-
ing unregister»^d stockholdrrs from doing any work in the
store^ Massachusetts has also avoided passing any direct
ownership lavjs which will be discussed later,
REOULATIOTI OF TTNFAIR COMPETITION
ArD TRADF PRACTICFS
In tvio other "ears the Board of Pharmacy has
recommended legislation of a radically different nature,
but which the legislature has not seen fit to enact. In
1913 it recommended as follows:
"There is a feeling am.ong the druggists in general
that they suffer from unfair comxetiticn and un-
fair trade practices. The Board would reccrrend
the ©enactment of a law by the legislature of this
Commonv^ealth similar to the one enacted in the
(1)
State of ?lew Jersey which took effect April 1,
1913. This act would prevent unfair trade practices
(1) Revised Laws. State of N.J. Chapt. 210

and unfa if ccmr.et it icn. "
The l&^r referred to does not apply to druggists
alore, but to any "mer chart . firr; or corporation," and to
the "na-e, brand, trade r,-ark, reputation or good vill of
any maker in whose rroduot said n.erchant, firm, or cor-
poration deals." It involves the v:hoie que at ion to price
rr.a int enounce to rhich a later chapter is devoted. The
Board clearly forpot the definition of "drug busineob"
cslled to the attention of the reader at the beginning
of the present chapter. It v/anted protection for the
drug store as generally-- knovrn, forgetting thct there r: s
no unfair competition or trade practices in the "drug
business" as interpreted by law. It v/r. tj a esse of a
limited class of merchants- druggists- recor.r.ending
legislation that vould arply to all retailers. The re-
commendation was not heeded by the leg islatur e
•
(1)
In 191", the State Board of Pharm.acy said
(2)
"We believe that medicines of WHATEVER rk'^'^pr shorld
be restricted to properly registered drug store or to
such departments of stores as are supervised by registered
pharmacists The Board feels that the timie has comie
to request legislation for the supervision of these
tl) State Board of Pharmacy Reports. 1S16
(2) Capitals supplied by author
t
unregistered pereorc and storef> and it feele THAT IT IE
(1)
CCMPETEITT TO SUCESSFULL^' CA^t^Y OH THE ^'ORK AITD TO I.^AkE
RULES AND REGULA-" I^!'?^ CrOVERNINO TEE PAlTE."
It has previously been pointf.d cut th&t
provision is r-ade under Massachusetts law for the sale of
a number of drugs, cheniicals and poisons in stores, ether
than drug stores, the reason being that they sre used in
the arte. It is evident from a reading of this recommenda
tion that, if passed, such legislation might become far
reaching in it.^j effect.' The Board forgot again, the dual
capacity of th^^ druggist and r/aei asking for legislation
that effected both sides of his buainesc and consequently
interfered with other retailer^:. Its consequence rould
be to take away certE.in items from the stock of certain
retailers or else place supervision of their 3c.ie in the
hands of the etate through the State Board of Pharmacy.
The store at which the legislation vras aimed was the
so-called "drugless drug store" which opens on the
Opposite corner from, the legitim:ate druggist and takes
away much of his business, ""he" drugless drug store"
shows clearly how little of the stock of the modern drug
store belongs to the "drug business" as defined by law,
(1) Capitals supplied bv author.

As in thf^ previous care cited the Board rsc asking for
protection ae a r.er chandiser and not as a druggist.
GOVFRNf^:E?^T RFOULAtION
A great many druggists think at cnee of having
a law pasced setting the nurr.ber of drug stores a state may-
have, vrho may engage in the business, or vrhat articles they
may sell. Too often to n-eet other difficulties they think
first of putting a lav on the statute hooks making this or
that a violation of the law and providing a penalty. They
say at once, "In form.er times the State provided by law
the number of saloons that could operate per thousand
persons, that today through a banking comimission it
provides the ni.iR:ber of banks according to the probable
am.ount of bus in e si, why not regulate the number of drug
stores?" It is easy to ap^ly t^is reasoning to drug stores
because of the nature of the business and the fact that
the public health is involved. I^&ny consider that the
issue of miedicine to the pick is propf:rly a public
function; that it should be regulated or supervised as .^re
our public utility com.panies becauGt, L.ilre the:., the
dealing in medicine is a business "effected v;ith a public
interest." Theuforget, however, the fact that the
li— 1
-
business must be narrowed down tc the present legal
definition of the busineee, if the state is finally to
control it. It would be little more than a host ital
dispenssry in this case and most druggists do not vrant
this, although they are attempting to pabs laws governing
it as it is nor operated,
A law recently passed by the Legislature of
Pennsylvania ^an declared constitutional on December IP;,
1927, by a special court of equity of that state. It
requires that all owners and stockholders of a corporation
must be registered pharmacists in the State of Pennsylvania
.
This legislation v;ae bitterly fought by Louis K. Liggett,
President of the Liggett chain of drug stores because it
was chains in general, and his chain in particular, at
which this legielat icn v:as aimed. On advice of his
counsel the case has been arx-ealed to the Supreme Court
of the United States. If it is uph- Id by this body,
Mr. Liggett, as president, director, and stockholder, es
well as the other thousands of stockholders, must become
registered pharmacists in the State of Pennsylvania before
any more stores mav be opened or any of the present stores
m^oved to ne^* locations. Furtherm.cre, it is a provision
in the State of Pennsylvania that all candidates for
eioamination m.ust be graduates of an approved §ellege cf

Pharmcicy
.
This legiaiat ic n has been hailed generally in
pharmacent ical circles r.e a severe blov/ to chain storee
and suggestions have been made edit orally in many of the
pharmacent ical papers that such a lav; should be passed
in all the other states.
PROPOSKD LFCrlSLA'^IPN fJ-IOULD BE WELL CC^ySIDFRFD.
The legislature when passing a lar al^^^ays
has a definite rurrose in mind in so doing. Fxperience
has proven, hov/ever, that the law cftentinies has effects
which were not anticipated and somietimies not ranted. It
is not unreasonable to suppose that if the st&te restricts
the nufc^ber of drug stores, thus jrotecting those in
business from the rcsgibilitv of ner stores opening, that
it might feel justified in expecting or FORCIITC- druggists
to do something they r.ight not rar t to do.
The law as it nor stands in Massachusetts
requiring fifty one p-^r cert of the capital stock of a
corporation to be ov."ned by a druggist or dru.Tgiats, had
in m.ind the preventing of drug store chains. On the
other hand, it has v;orked a hardship on the druggist
himself ir. acquiring a store already established. It
has prevented him from taking full advantage of our
I
corporation law. In any ether line of business there ie
nothing to trevent an individual with a knowledge of that
line to raise ALL the capital necessary to finance the
bu-rineoG by incorporating, "he phenomenal growth of
business in the ^^nited States is in no small measure due
to the eaoe v,'ith rhich capital can be raifeed under the
corporate form of organization,
Pennsylvania has gene a step farther ±^h£n
Massachusetts or any other State by requiring t hj^.t all the
money necessary to incorporate a drug store be raised
from, d ruggist5 1 heriselves, because all stockholders must
be registered pharmac ist o. This legislation vrill prevent
the Liggett chain from expanding in Pennsylvania, but it
will work a greater hardship on the individual druggist
of Pennsylvania than the Massachusetts lav: does on its
individual druggists. Moreevr, is it absolutely certain
that it will accomrlish the results that are expected?
It has been proven conclusively to a great
nany businesc r.en, (or at least they are certain in their
Dwn m. inds), that there are a grer. t r:any econom. ies in mass
iistr ibut ion, as evidenced by the chain store, that cannot
De met by the independent store. No definite information
is available to d'^terr.ine ,iuct rhat proportion of drug
store sales as a whole are for drugs exclusively'" and rhet

proportion io for the so called iinee cf Gundriec. There
is no question but that the sales of the iJfter grcr.tly
exceed the former- the figures often seen ir. the drug
journals heing drugs ten per cent, other lines, ninety
per cent. It seems that no further proof is necessary
than the fact that the so called "drugless drug stores"
have cOTTie into b*^" ing, and are as a rule successful, the
drug side lines being able to support then,. The drug
chains which are hurting the independent druggist in a
competitive way feature drug side lines rather than
drugs thenGelves,
If Liggett ' s, should the opinion of the
Supreme Court be against it, decides to open and operate
additional stores of the "drugless" t^-pe in Pennsylvania,
as Mr. Liggett has often been quoted as saying he intend-
ed to do, what then will be the effect of this legislaticr^
Certainly not the effect that has been expected. The
independent druggist or druggists as a group, if necessity
compels them to orgsnizft and operate their cv;n v^'a rehouses
as the chains do, will be reruired to put in a large amoun-l
of capital, as mass distribution requires Icrgt^ emounts
cf capital. They will be rAired also to raise this
capital from their own num.ber, v/hereas the capital of
investors generally will be open to the drugless chain.

Such a poGGibil it3'' seerro er.tirely reasonable v:hen vre
look arcir. d and see the t3'"pes cf chains that are
organizing daily and note the extent to vrhich they are
handling drug store merchandise. Fur therr.ore, a greet
many more typec are possible. If, an has been proven
to a great rany people, including the inveeting rublic,
the chain store method of dist r ib^jt ion is econcr. ically
sound, there can be no other result. The W. T. Grant
Conipany, The Gears, Roebuck chain, The Montgomery T'ard
Sr Company chain, the new Schulte chain, and the possible
drugless store chains are exampleB. The success of these
stores is proving that price appeal and the rurchasing
value of the dollar is the deciding factor of ninety
per cent of consumers in their choice cf stores, Fhile
intended originally to aid the independent druggist it
will hinder hin in meeting the very ccmpetitim it v.'as
intended to curb.
The New "'^ork ov/nerchip law req\:ires that
an individually ov;ned pharmacy or drug store shall be
owned by a registered pharmacist or druggist and in the
CGse of a co-partnership all the partners rust be
registered, pharnacits or druggists. The Illinois lav:
goes farther and says that in the case cf a corpora ticn
the officers rr.ur.t be registered pharmacists in good

standinc;. Both of these law?, ir. regard tc ownership
are stricter than Massachusetts lav/s, yet they h&ve net
prevented the formation of chaina, aa two of our L.arge&t
ones operate as extensively in both states r. s one of them
does in Massachusetts.
It does rot necessF.rilv fcilov; th^.t because
a druggist is a good rerchandiserhe is any the leso a
good druggist. A3 drug stores are operated in the ^^nited
States to be ouccessful, he rrust be b:^th. In fact, it
will be shown later that the fact that he is not as good
a n eiChandioer or businesf- man as his chain store opponent
is one of the chief reasons why he cannot compete with
him. If legislation is continually demanded, the type
of drug store vii'^ gradually chonge torard the handling
of drugs exclusively, '^hst class of druggists which sees
greater opportunities for f irsncisl succesf: in drug stores
as now operated will have this t^:pe of store forced upon
it by legislation. While ownership legislation, which is
90 popular now, r):ay seek to meet chain store competition,
it cannot be denied that as a merchandising store, v/hich
every drug store is to a greater or less extent, it will be
in a lesG favorable position in regard to raising outside
capital than the other types of stores against w-ich i-^
must comi'iete.

The Sherman ^ct was passed in 1880 tc put an
end to triists and restore con:pet it ion. In all decisions
of the Supreme Court since that d?.te it he. s sought to
detefraine whether or net there has be' n sufficient
restraint of trade to prev^.nt free and full competition.
The purrose of the lav; vjze to restore ccmpet iticn. Now
we are faced v.'ith the proposition that chain stores are
competing with the independent retailers, hut the chains
theKoelves are characterized by scr.e as a distribution
monopiy and that their activities should be curbed. H'
this be true a r.onopoly has developed by the insistence
upon a lav; vrhich was pas ed to destroy' rccncpcliee. The
price ma inteneonce laws which are trying to be passed are
attempting to make legal a contract between manufscturer
and distributor v/hich before 1890 v&p legal but made
illegal by the Sherman Law of that year. The following
quotation frcmi an adc.ress of Dr. James H. Deal illustrates
(1)
th e p 0 i nt
:
"When the net of the Sherm^an Act wr.b bpread for
m.onopolists, the small manufacturers ana dealers
who advocated it thought they were enclosing their
adverser ies beyond the possibility of Escape. But
the big fellows s-'on discovered means of evading
(1) "The Philosophy of Conservatism" delivered at the ^„
Lonv L ntion of the T:,A.n.D, at K&no&o City, pt . T^;P7

the lav.-; the powerful voting groups, labor end agriculture
were volunt&r il:r releaced by Congrees and or.ly the snail
fry \¥ere caught. How we are fighting with might ar.d rain
to recover the liberty of contract which our predecessors
a generation ago so willingly gave up."
SOCIALISTIC DRUG LEGISLATION
Retail druggists should be very careful in
voluntarily consenting to allov/ the State to get too
much control over the conducting of drug stores by the
passage of legislation seemingly favor&ble to them. The
result might be complete socialization without their
consent. Pubxic utilities are granted a monopoly in
their field but through a corn-mission are supervised and
by vjhom the rate which they may charge for the coniDiOdity;
or service which they sell is set. "T". ile it m.ight seor.
desirable to <sonduct a business heavily prote -ted by lav.'
it m.ight not seem so desirable if it were ccrriea to a
point where the State would §c.y what goods cculd be cold,
what prices might be asked, and compel the druggist to
submit his books and a statement of his ^refits. This
might be the final r?sult, however, if law after law
re passed giving him m.ore and r.ore protection. Even
much severer competition than he has today might be micre
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desirable.
COMPFTI'^ION
The United States is the richest country on
earth today. In the field cf industry our developr.ent
haa never been equaled, likewise our financial position
is an enviable cnei In the matter of distribution, how-
ever, mainly because of the personal equation, vie have
not reached the position ve have in other fields, nor
succeeded in reducing distribution ccGts. On the contrary
selling costs have increased. Our best minds are now
being turned the problem, and there is no question but
what it v;ill be solved as the others have been.
We have obtained all this success under a
system of competition. Comr. et it ion has produced new
goods, new methods, new luxlflries and new pleasures. We
would not want to go back to the conditirns of the past.
Although simpler, life was more meagre and narrower. Our
present state of prosperity and happinesc is due to
initiative and competitive selling.
In the drug business because of its nature and
the fact that the health of the people is involved, the
State m.ust supervise the promiiscous celling of drugs.

Nevertheless, this supervision should be limited to this
class of merchandise and be of the ler.st possible
amount to r^cccmfrlish its ruryose. Competiticn as between
drug stores themselves or betvreen drug stores and their
outside competitive stores should not be m.ade a matter
of legislation. We m.ay leave the subject cf govermr.ent
regulation b^- saying that the trade evils in this business
resulting from, the interaction of economic forces can be
better handled by other micans. T^hile it might be a
solution to our problem here, it is net a desirable one.
Legislation of the kind tending to government control
should be avoided.
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CmPTFR III
PRICF I.TA irrEITENCE
The chain store, mail order hcuee and derart-
ment store have all incre-.6ed their competitive position
at the expense of the retailer partly at least on the
basis of price cutting. To substantiate this prer.ise it
is only necessary to quote the opinion of one authority
(1)
among many who hold this view, who says: "Department
stores in the drug field, rail order houses in the
hardware trade, and chain stores in both the drug and
grocery trade, have increased their corr.petit ivjs position
at the expense of the independent retailer partly on the
basis of price cutting." Legislation to prevent price
cutting naturally follovrs as a scluticn to this corr.-
pet it ion.
This price cutting has been confined to nation
ally advertised, trade marked goods upon which a retail
selling price ha 5 been set by the manufacturer. The
consumer knov;ing the price at v.'hich an advertised article
(1 )"Cooperat ive Retail Buying in the Drug and Grocery
Trades." VJUford L. V'hite , Harvard Business Review
Oct. lose p. 50 —
=

is intended to be sold cen readily see the caving to hir.
when the rrice he irays is less than the manufacturer's
set price. Used as an advertising force cut rrices bring
customerG into the store at vhich tir.e an atter.rt is r.ade
to sell ano-^her article on which there is a larger profit.
Such a method is called predator^- •rice cutting. Price
maintenwncc legislation as a complete solution to the
competition of these types of distributors assures that
if the \7eapon of cutting rrices on advertised goods is
taken from them, the small retail dealer VTill then be
able to Gcrr.pete with them because his profit on these
advertised articles is assured him by lav.
Volumes have appeared in differert trade
journals for and against such legislation but in the n-ain
they are on_y opinions of different people, borne out by
statistics of a very scant nature. The F'^deral '^rade
Commission gives as one of its r^^asons for its resolution
Df Juiy 25, 1927 t hit "^IFRFAs, there has been no
thorough and comprehensive investigation of the econcm.ic
advantages and disadvantages of such legislation, RFSOl.VFD,
that the chief econom.ist of the commieeiT-n be directed to
iAquire into the question of the r.aintenonce of manufactur-
5r's resale prices both at wholesale and retail and
report to the ccmmissi'^n (certain facts enur.erated) and

and fina!.ly— The character of the legislation, if o.ny,
which should be recoramended by the commiee ion ." No privc^te
agencv is capable of inquiring into the facte as
thoroughly as the Federal Trade Corrrr; issicn and if there
was such an agency any finding by it cn the question
would always be open to the suspicion of bias one way
or another.
The subieot is an extremely broad one and
highly debatable, never th el esG, it is one which touches
vitally upon the subject of price cutting and other trade
evils and urcn the future business of both r.anufac tuf era
and distributors. It r.ust be looked at from two stand-
points, the economic and legal. This thesis does not
attempt to solve the problem, but does attempt to ehov:
its present legal status by zY.oring the trend of the
reasoning of the Supreme Court in the im.portant cases
and to shov:' that there is a possibility that no legis-
lation further than that which we now hs.ve will ever be
passed, at least in the near future. It will be studied
from, an e-eonomiic point of view cnl^'- sufficiently to show
that there is a possibility, if parsed, that it will be
inadequate as a solution of the problem it is intended
to solve.
I
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HICTOR"^' AIID PRFSF?!'^ LFOAL STATUS
Price me. in "tenonce wae practiced for many
yearn previous to the pasp.age of the Sherman Act in 1890.
Up to that t iir.e a contract entered into betreen a man-
ufacturer and a v/hcienaier in regard to an agreed price
between them and between the wholesaler and retailer
was legal. Even up to 1911 it had been taken for granted
that such contracts did net come under the ^h.erman Act,
such contracts being fre?.l3^ entered into. On April 3 of
this year, however, came the decision of the ^^'nited
States Supreme Court in . I'iles Medical Company vs.
(1)
Johr D, Park 8r Sons Corny any. In deciding this case
the court said that a con-^ract entered into with a
distributor wherAby the price of the article to the ccn-
aumer was set bv them was illegal because in restraint of
trade and in violation of the anti trust law '^f' 1R90.
This decision was a new interpretation of this law and
reversed the policy of a centijiry. To show the difference
of opinion that existed then and does today, euch decis-
ion of the Corrt was ar.-ived at by a five to four vote.
Thus the lav; aB interpreted today is the opinion of one
(1) 220 U.S., 373-413
11
—
Just ice.
To shew clearly the present status of the
law it i8 necessary'- to consider briefly* three other cases,
(1)
In United States vs. Colgate 8c Company the Supreme
Court ruled that whereas in Dr. Miles Medical Company vs.
Park, there had been v^ritten contracts between the company
and distributors there were no suoh contracts here.
Colgate & Company acted as a lone individual and as such
refused to sell in the future to any who did not maintain
a specified resale price or not to sell at all, either of
which it had a legal right tc do. In Dr. Miles Medical
Company vs. Park, and in Federal Trade Commicsir.n vs.
Beech-Hut Packing Company (tc be discussed in r later
section) these companies had agreed rith wholesalers
either by v/ritten contracts (in the former) or by tacit
understandings (in the later) that they \vculd not sell tc
other wholesalers or to retailers who v;c Id not agree with
them to maintain a certain price rhile Colgate 8^ Ccmipany
acted alone as an individual would do.
The question of maintained prices on patented
articles v/as disposed of in Straus vs. Victor Talking
(3)
Machine Company. In a suit brought by Kacy 8- Company
(1) 350 U.S., 300-308
(3) 357 TI.S., 441-459
(3) 250 U.S., 400-308
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against the Victor "Talking Machine Con:r-'cii--y, t^e Supreri-e
Court on April 8, 1017, decided the.t the rcnopoly cf use
accorded by the patent lav; coi:ld rot be rxde a r.eans cf
controlling the price of the patented article after it
had been sold and paid for. Ey this decision r.aintenoncc
of pricec on a patented article rae illegal.
In United States vs. General Flectric Ccrr.panv
(1)
the court decided that in the sale of their larrup e,
which vrere patented articles, dictributed by them thrcugh
21,000 dealers acting as agents and maintaining pricen
set by the General Flec-^ric Comrany, it v/as not acting
illegaly. It v;£.s a clear case of agency in v/hich
poseeeaion but not title had passed. V'hen the Sole ras
made to the customer it was really n^ade by thr- General
Flectric Company itself, but through its agert.
The legal aspect of price ma intenoTiCe rriay be
sumred up thus: If there is a written ccntract between
manufacturer and distributor or a tacit understanding,
maintained prices are illegal. If, however, the n-an-
ufacturer acts alone and every distributor acts alone.
they are not illegal (such a rr.ethod hac proven
ineffectual.) Articles ray pass from manufacturer to
consumier
(1) 872 U. S., 71 Law Fdit . 362-373

through agents who may legally maintain prices. A
patent does net give the nianufacturer the right to main-
tain prices. Thus it rr.ay be seen that on the rhole the
Supreme Court is of the opinion that under all methods
nov; usually used in distribution, except consignments,
price raaintencnco is illegal, '^his it is believed is
sufficient to justify the belief that it is ro.suble tha
no further price r.a int enence. legislation will be passed-
at leaot in the near future.
TWO CONFLICT irC- VIE^s ON
THE SUBJECT
In sidte of the stand taken by the courts a
great I ody .of business men and 30rr:e legislators contend
that a contract between a manufactuere and his distribu-
tors is not in restraint of trade, "hey do not beli^^ve
that this la^ of 1890 was intended to ar T^ly to sales of
individual manufact urere s to individual middlemen.
Others believe that the Sherman Act '/^as sound as being
a means of correcting conditions which prevailed at that
time* First pooling agreements and later the trustee
device or "trust" were used as a means of creatting
monopolies by restraining comr et it i-n . The Standard Oil
Company, The Am.erican Tobacco Company, and other trusts

were finaj.ly diBSclved under this law. These people
contend that today there is a tendency to the dev^lcprent
of retail dictribution monopolies in the form of chain
stores, derartr.ent stores and r.aii oraer houoes. '^hey
argue that v.'ith the development of retail dietributicn
rxnopolies competition is being dcotroyed and that since
competition was the rr.ain consideration in the Sherman
Act, and subsequently by the Clayton and Federal Trade
Commission Acts, that the purpose of these acts is being
defeated the growth of chain stores, department
stores, and mail order houses.
l^fhile this clas 3 argues that comretition is
being destroyed by these types of distributors, when the
argum.ents of the opposition arc pointed cut, it will be
seen to be highly debatable, '^hey ?loc argue that price
maintenance as now proposed is not in restraint of trade.
Briefly the argument is as follows: If an individual
manufactueer sets a resale price on his product he does
it on that product individaally and is still in com-
petition with all other m.anufacturer s of that class of
product. A tooth paste m^ay be used as an illustration.
If the price to the consumer is set at fifty cents per
tube and such a price is too high for the majority of
consumers, his sales will su:^fer. If on the other hand

Ithe price is s'^t so low that coneur.ers v;ill realize that
they are getting unusual value, rrany buyers will result.,
the la^ of supply and der:and ^rill then operate, and many
competitors rill come in. The ccnsurier is not effected
adversely, therefore, because he is never restricted in
his choice. If a fifty cent tooth paste is too exren-
sive for hirr,, he v.'ill al'.^aya have the choice of cheaper
ones^ The above briefly states the belief of that class
to which the manufacturer cf trade marked, advertised
goods and the najority of independent retailer a belong.
There is another class to v.'hich the ov/ners of
the other t^'^pes of retail distributing agencies belong
as well as the investing public, and the great ir.aiority,
many believe, of the consuming public. This class
believes that the orain store r-ethod of distribution is
the more economical, '^hey believe that competition is
not destroyed but rather that it is made more intense.
Where it v;as originally confined to the indei^endent
retailers and, at present, between inder.endent retailers
and the types of retai.ers here being discus^^ed, eventually
it will be betv;een chains themselves chains cf
retailers, chains of department stores, and chains of
mail order hov;3e3. '^e have them all novr. '"his v.'ill be eo
because it is the '^ap by v;hich distribution costs are
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being cut. The one that rill be elimated will be the
independent retailer and he will be eliminated because
of comr et it i ^n. '^here will still be competition, but he
v/on't be in it. It has been shorn that three dollars per
day per Btore is a SotiBfactcry net irccme for the chain
grocery stores. One chain operating 17,000 stores
accumulates ^16,000,000 per year on this amount or six
per cent on an investment of f^Oo, 000, 000. These figures
are indicative of the attractiveness of chain store stocks
when it is considered that ''*'3,000 is the average inventory
per store for stock and fixtures or a total of only
$51,000,000. for the chain, "^his group argues that there
are approximately 2,000,000 retailers in the United
States serving a population of 1.30,000,000. Pov7 does
maintained prices effect these conGumers? The anerer to
this question v;ill decide whether v/e nill have raintained
prices or not. It must not be forgotten that our
legislators are in Congress to represent the 122,000,000.
not the 2,000,000.
The ans^'er by this group to its opponents m,ay
be sumx.ed up by a letter from Arthur Brisbane to Parry
R. Walker, executive secretary of the Independent Retail
Grocers Inc., of Baltim.cre. in ansvv-er to a letter
from Mr. Walker in vrhich certain staterr^nts which T.'-^",

Brisbane had r.ade in Vr. Heart's Bc^-ltimore paper were
criticised. Fr . Brisbane'^ letter iB as fellows:
"^:y dear :!r . ?:alker:
I thank vou fcr ycur letter of Kay 23.
I shall be vT^ry glad to have all information in a
matter so important* to the public and to r.arA'-
business men. To your interesting "if" I can
only reply that "if" the old fashioned grocery
store can supply the public as good, as reason-
ably a^"" the chain store aoes, the old fashioned
store wixi survive, and "if" ret it rill not
survive. I am a'-"are that thers is a great dfal
in what you say, but the laws of survival are
definite. It is not necessary to say that a ran
"able to buy for 15,000 store can, all things
being equal, sell things more cheaply and thus
get trade. There is no sentiment in the r.md
of the rurc^asing public.
Very truly yours,
A. Brisbane.
It v.'culd serve no useful purpose to go into
the economic question further here. It has "b^Ti
discussed by some of cur best authorities cn economics.
(1)
It rem.ains for us now to consider the nature of
the legislati:-n that is being proposed and find out.
(1) See Taussig F.F. "Price Ma intencnce American
Fconor.ic Reviev/, !'crch and April 1918. Also Tosdal
H.R. I^id. Also "Predatory Price Cutting as 'V.fair
Trade" Harvard Law Revier, 1913.
III
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if possible, if v;e have not sufficient lavs net tc
accomplish the SFiwe result, our purpose being tc te&t the
adequacy of such legislation to soxve our problem,
THE r^VVFn-KF.Ll^' BILL
On September 26, 192 G the Federal Trade
( 1 )
^
Commission Act was approved. S cticn 5 provides "^^hen-
ever the commission shall have reason to believe that
any such person, partnership, or corporation has been or
is using any unr-air r.ethod of competition in cor.*rerce
and if it shall appear tc the com.r.ission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof v/ould be in the interest of the
public it shall issue and serve upon such person, partner-
ship or corporation a comp!.aint stating its charge in that
respect and containing a notice of hearing upon a day and
place therein fixed, at least thirty days after the
service of aaid complaint
(4) If upon such hearing the commisaion shall be of the
opinion that the nethod of comr.etitirn in question is
prohibited b^ the act, it shall make a v/ritter. report in
v/hich it shall state its findings as to the facts, and it
shall order such corporation tc desist from using such
(1) Public No. 2 05- 63rd Congress K,n. 15613 Chapt . 311
Stat . 717

methods of cor.r c tit inr. . (5) If the order ie r ot cfce3-ed
the comr.ission may S-ppl^' to the circuit c^urt cf appeals
of the United States, within ary circuit where the TiCthcd
of Gomj^et.t ion in qusoticn v/aa uoed or rhere such
corporation carries on business for the enforcenent cf its
order. (5) Upon the filing of the ai^r.licat ion ar.d cf the
transcript of record, the c?urt shall have jur isdict ic
n
of the proceeding, and shall have pov/er to make an order
affirming, modifying or setting aside the order cf the
Gomrrdss ion. (7) "^he findings of the commission as tc the
facta, if supported by testimony shall be conclusive (10)
The iudgment and decree of the court shall be final,
except that an appeal nay be token to the Supreme Court
upon certiorari as provided in section 240 of the Judical
Code."
It would se€ r. that sufficient legislation is
now on our statute books to handle unfair methods cf
competit iOTx- one of which is price cutting, if such is
against the rublic good in the eyes cf the Federal Trade
Ccm.mission. In Federal Trade Commisaion vs. 3ee ch-Hut
Packing Company, a United States Circuit Court cf
Appeals had set aside on orc-er of the Federal Trade
Comr.iission requiring the 3eech-rut Packing Company from
(1) 257 U.ST,~441 - 459

carrying cut c plar cf resale of its product. The
cORjnissicn condemned the plan as an unfair method cf ccrr-
petition within the meaning of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Corr'.iasicn Act. The cai:e '.vent to the Supreme
Court as also provided in the aar.e 3<=!oticn. In concluding
its opinion this court naid "Under the facts establis^ed
we have no doubt of the authority and pov/er of the
CommiBsion to order a discontinuance of pcactices in
trading such as are erbodied in the s^/^steri of the Beech-
Nut Comioany." (The practices resulted in ^maintaining the
prices' of Beech-Nut Products."
The querftion then arises, what are unfair
trade practices or unfair methods of competition? '^hose
commonly thought of as such by retailers are (l) Predatory
price cutting (2) subsizcd advertising or bonuses, (2)
Payment of "P.l'.'s" to clerks in certain chain stores to
induce customers to buy ov.'n brands, (4) sales of "seconds"
Dv chain and aepartrent stores on the representation that
the seconds are artic-es of the best quality and value,
(5) combination sales, (6) sales by the same chain m the
aame city, on the sar:e day, of the ..are articles at
different prices in different sections of the city.
From the following stateiTiCnt r^ade by the
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Supreme Court in Federal '^rade Comrr^ission vs. Eeech-Nut
Packing Company, "It is for the courts, net the Corcr.iBs ion
,
ultimately to determine as a matter of lav/ what they
include," it is clear that the d^^finition must rest with
the courts. The court also said in this cas'? (unfair
methods of competition) "are clearly inapplicable to
practices never heretofcv'e regarded as against
public policy because of the dangerous tendency to hinder
com-petition or create monopoly." Conversely this clearly
indicates that pr&g^icjea resulting in a tendency to
hinder competition are clearly' within the rower of the
commisGicn to suppress. Representative Clayton in
explanning rhy the words" if it shall aprear to the
commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be m the interest of the x:ublic" were rut in
Section 5, as a result of a conference, said it was to
prevent the Commission from becoming a clearing house for
the settlem^^nt of everyday quarrels of competitors which
did not concern the public and which should be settled by
(1)
the courts. The foregoing may be summed up by saying tha";
a practice must seem unfair to the Federal Trade Commies-
ion first and that it will not be considered if the
public good is not involved. V'hether it will finally be
(1) Cong. Record Sept. 10, 1914 p. 14930 Quoted here from" The
Trust Problem in the U. States'IFll iot Jones p. 353

regarded as an unfair practice rust be determined by the
courts and that practiceB tending to hinder competit i'^r.
are clf-arly v-'ithin the acts as has been proven from the
case cited.
In spite cf the legislation above referred to
"several bills providing for resale price '-a intenance
have been introduced in Congress since 1930, including
the !.!erritt bill, Kel-y bill, T'/yant bill, and the "'illiams
bill," The latest bilx introduced was the Kelly 3ill,
on the opening day of the sev^^ntieth Congress, although
i Queot ionnaire cf the "federal Tr^.de Corrtmissior: inquiring
into thg whole question of resale price naintenence from
an economic point of vievr v/as in the hands of every
manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer in the country at
the time.
To get an idea cf the nature cf the legisla-
tion that is now being aeked it will be necesi:arv to
(2)
consider this Kelly bill briefly. It is "A bill to
protect trademark owners, distributors, and the rublic
against injurious and uneconomic practices in the cis-
tributicn of articles cf standard quality under a dis-
tinguishing trade rark, brand or name." The first section
provides "that no contract relating to the sale
(1) Resolution of the Federal Trade Commission July 25,1927
(^) F . R. ^, ^?1^.18
f
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or reesie of a commodity which bears the trade ric.rk,
brand or rxarr.e of the producer or o^vner of such commodity,
and v;hich is in open and fair comretiticn v.-itV corniodit ies
of the saine general class produced by others, shall be
deemed to be unlawful , as against the public policy of the
United States or in restraint of interstate or foreign
commerce, or in violation of any statute of the United
States, by reason of any agreement cent a in- d in such
contract—that the vendee will not resell ouch commodity
except at the price stipulated by the vendor; and cr that
the vendee will require any dealer to whom he may resell
such commodity to agree that he will not m turn resell
except at a price stipulated by such vendor or by such
vendee." Section 2 of the act nam/ s the exceptions to the
rule, as for instance, when a retailer is going out of
business at w^-ich t im^e he may sell for less than the
agreed. price.
The framers of this bill and those v/hc are
advocating its pass?.ge believe that the sub .lent of
resale price maintenence is not adequately covered in the
Federal "•'•"ade Commission Act and v/ish to have a specific
law. They ci^ain: "with such a ^aw it v:o::ld be possible
for manufacturers of trademarked articles to keep their
products out of the hand.-? of predatory price cutterc."
They further argue "that under the anti trust lavrs as

they exist today the manufacturer cf a nationally
adverticed trade marked article cannot make a ccrtract
for the maintenance of "^he resale rrice cf his product."
(1)
It should be noted that the act (1) only applies to
trademarked articles, (2) it is optional, not mandatory,
with manufacturers of such articles that they set ar.d
insist upon a resale price and (3) is intended to keep
such articles out of the hands of predatory rrice cutters
(the chains) unless they contract to adhere to a resale
price, "It simply seeks to riF.ke such ccntrac's lawful."
(2)
Briefly such are the laws that v;e r.ow have
bearing on the subiect and the interpretation that has
been given to them by the Supreme Court. Likewise the
nature of specific nev: legislation asked for is given.
The broadneofi of the aubiect is further indicated by the
nature of the questions asked in the queeticnnaire cf
the Federal Trade Commission. No ^."ay at the present
time seems to be open to the independent retailer to
comipel his larger ccmpet iters to sell advertised mer-
chandise at the full suggested retail pricf. The general
opinion of the independent retailer as expressed by the
(1) Quoted material is from a direct quotation of Fugene
C. Erockmeyer, ITaticrsl Counsel for the ?'.A..R.D. inter-
preting the intent of the la-".
(2) From a speech by Rep. Keily at the TT.A.n.D. Conven-
tion, Kansas City, Sept. :'3, 1927

various naticrxcl and state asscciat i-rns is that if the
specific legislation r.skfd for v;as passed they rould
be able as a result to meet this compet it icn
.
CONCLUSION
This chapter may be concluded by discussing
the points concerning price rraint eneunce that this study
eeeks to bring cut:
(1) "he Doubt as to the Passage, in the Bear Future,
at Least, of Any <~:uch Legiolaticn. As hae been sho^vn
several bills have been before the legislature but none
hcne passed. A great many legislators have formed an
opinion based r.ainly upon the idea thrt large scale
distribution results in a benefit to the riiblic and
therefore their activities should not be curbed. The
effect on manufacturers and distributors has been given
little consideration, ss the effect on the public seemed
to them to be the important consideration. The opinion
of the Supreme Court seems to be decidedly against price
maintenoince in any form, except as shown, believing it
restricts comipetition and therefore contrary to the
Sherman Act. "he opinion of the mem-bers of the Federal
Trade Comirission is divided on the subject. A referen-
dum to the members of the ^'nited States Chamber of
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Commerce in 1926 shOTred only fifty four per cent in
favor of such legislation. The opinion of thic body is
therefore equally divided. is believed by r.any and
conclusively proven to many of thic number, that the
way is now open to prevent predatory price cutting
through the "P'ecier^l Trade Ccmni issicn . Its Queet icnnaire
seeks to determine the extent to which price cutting
hurts the manufacturer as well as the distributors. It
also seeks to determine its effects on prices as a v.tole
and its part in the growth of the chain store m.oveme r.t
.
It all goes back to a considerat ian of the question frcm^
an economic atandpoint. If the ccmm.issicn brings to
light any new facts these r.ay effect its recommendation
to the legislature. Both sides soori equally confident,
however, that no new eccncmic corclueions will be
arrived at; that statistics gathered will only prove
what 13 already known. Our first conclusion is, there-
fore, that it will be scm.e time before further legislation
is pasced.
(S) The Inadeauacy of Any Proposed Legislation
to Meet The Competition of Cl-.ain Stores. /Is has been
shown, what those resronsible for the proposed legislation
claim that it ^'ill be able to do, is to give the man-
ufacturer the right to set a resale price a.nd to with-

hold his goods from any who do r.ot enter into a contract
to respect this resale rrice. There is no question but
that the legislation is ained at chain stores and
derartment stores; its authors have repeatedly ssid so.
If it accor:iX;x ishes its stated purpose wherein is the
problem solved or to v^hat extent has their comretition
been met? One fact stands out prominently, and in the
mind/ of the author settles the aue-jtion of adequacy.
The dual capacity in which the chain store server,, has
not been donsidered in any of the arguments the author
has seen, the fact thot it acts as its cv;n iobber,
havint^.been lost sight of. In transferring goods from
its ov/n v;arehou:5e to its own fetore it is not reselling
them, it is merely transferring them from, its own ir;are-
house to its ov;n stores, or transferr ing them. from, itself
as jobber to itself as rr-tailer. In the case of the
department store there is not even this transfer.
Admitting that they could not afford to throv; o\it
advertisfl goods but r.iust sel- themi at full retail price,
it can be seen that the goods have reached their retail
stores at the manufacturer es be:t wholesale price mdnue
cost of rarehcusing. It has been shov/n that the service
wholesalers cost is fifteen r-er cent and the c^t.in stores
warehousing expense seven per cent . ""he goods

therefore reach the chain and department ctore at a raving
of eight per cent of their co?t. In selling them at full
price they still have this advantage of eight per cent
over the independent retailer, "'herein is prevision made
for this situation in the legislation we have been studying?
The economic advantage of this rr.ethcd of distribution has
not yet been met. The way is nor open to the chain to cut
prices on unadvertised goods since its profits are
assured to it on advertised goods. It ha 3 be'"n continually
argued that advertised goods are better quality goods but
has it been proven? Is it nocesearily so? The growth of
the chain store proves tl'at the consumers first interest
is in price in direct proportion to its growth, as t ^^ey
do not now pretend to give convenience or service. There
can be no question but rhat the chain store rill be able
to offer quality m.erchandise at a price rl- ich the indepen-
dent retailer v/ill be no m.ore able to offer then then he
is now for the sam.e economic reason, his sm.all purchasing
power.
A. v;ay will be shc^n in the foliorir.g chapter
by which the independent can secure his goods at a first
cost equal to the chains or departmert stores. It is
by means of cooperative retail buying. TO grow equally
with the chain stores, however, the independents ability
= =
—
to finance its ov:n ""varehousf raist be equ^l to that of the
chain. If this legislation pa^eee will it be a ble to do
30?
The outstanding success in the cooperative
jobbing field has been the so called "mutual" jobber. Its
capital is currlied in part by the investing rublic^ Puch
legislation wcu-id be suicidal to it because unlike the
chain store it '^ould net be able to sell to r.ember
druggists at a aiecount of eight per cent as it does now
because it io an ent ity, seperate fror. the members. It
•vvould be reselling its goods at a disc cunt which the new
law would prohibit. Druggists would be permitted to buy
cooperatively only to the extent of the money they them-
selves put m, 30 that the earning of the job' ing end of
their business could be returned to them as dividends and
not as discount on purchases as is now the custom.
This study has tried to develop the fact that
price mainteneu'ice legislation is inadequate ab a solution
of chain and depart r.ent store competition in that it
cannot solve the problem presented by the enormous
purchasing rower of c^ain and department stores. In the
second place this equality of purchasing power is absolute-
ly necessary in any comiplete solution, and since it

deprives the independer-t of the on-y vay that ha- go far
been evolved it cannot be connidered, La&tly, it has
been ohown how uncertain the pasGare of £.ny such legisla-
tion is and in view of the rapid grcv7th of the chain
store moven^ent, it is suicidal for the independent to
rut his hopes upon it.

COOPEt^ATIVF RFT,ML BU^^rC
Follcv.'ing the Civil "^ar, es yre have eeen^:
distribution became of a ridf scale due to increased pro-
duction. Cor.petiticn became ke-n between manufacturers
because of this increase in production and the ease v;ith
which it could be distributed due to the r£.pidly expand-
ing railreodG. "he natural result wae increased competi-
tion, between retailer -=1. It v:cP at tMs time alec that
magazine advrtiying began. It increased gradually until
1890 when it began to exrand rapidly up to the point it
has reached today. Trade r;!arks were developed at this
time and this advertisirg voq cenfered around trade
marked articles.
This keen competition and the advertised
article resulted in price cutting. Although evidencescf
price cuttinr date back to 1880, it really began to be
prevalent to any great extent about 1900, "^he first price
cutting wac- of that type corr.only called predatory. Under
this type trade marked article-, the regular retail price.

of which was known to the consurfr, were c ut in rrice .
The conauncr seeing the GS.vir.g he Wc e ihaking on
such articles bought ther. raridly. Trade wcs thereby
attracted to the cut r-rice store Br.d the decree -ed profit
or loso on the advertised goods we.s made upon non branded
goods.
In those days druggists bought wholly from
the wholesaler as his buying power vvas so small it did
not warrant buying direct. After cut prices, however,
hie volume incre?..Ged to such an cjStent that he could new
hvy his faatect selling items from the manufacturer, "he
manufacturer in his oagerneec for this nev; marlict was
willing to sell direct and gr-rt the retailer quantity
discounts, placing him on a buying par with the whole-
saler on those iter.e. '^he reduced prices rhich he thus
received enabled him. to carry cut his cut price policy.
The second type of price cutting resulted
fromi competition which he s be-^n made pos^-ible by the newer
methoas of distribution. These have been a result as well
as the cause of rrice cutting. Because of cut prices
they have been able to expand as rapidly as they have and
because of their enormous purchasing power, econcm^^- in
operation and effifiency in selling, the^^ have been 3 ble
to cut prices. These ch-rnging methods of distribution.

many people believe, have permanently intrcduced the
consuming public to lower prices. Believing thE^t these
newer distributors were permanent some of the more far-
sighted of the independents seized upon cooperative tuying
as a means of me*" ting their ccmpet it ion.
HISTORY AND EXTENT IN THE DRUG DUGINESB
The first cooperative buying done by any
group of druggists v/r.s in Nev; York in 1887 frcir. the Ner
York Consoliiated Drug Ocrrpany in ''anhattan, T^ie ras a
buying club and has continued to grcr until in 1927 its
sales were $1,000,000. The following year the Philadel-
phia ^/holesale Drug Company was organized and like the
IMv: York Company has continued to grow until today it is
the largest strictly cooperative drug house in the
United States, doing a business of ^7,500,000. in 1S27
and serving 1,600 members.
These two companies are the outstanding
examples of a strictly cooperative buying assoc lat icn—
an incorporated organization of retailers acting as a
wholesaler for its memteers and warehousing the goods
bought in its own name. From this type has developed
another usually called "semi-cooperative" or "m.utual."

It differs frcr. the fcrir.er in that it Ib privately owned
but a minority of its stock is held by retailerc, such
stock eonstituting their nembershij or buying 'privilege
and being usurilly the amount of one v/eeke. purchases. '^YAs
type has several important strong points, the r.-.ost im-
portant being its ability to expand because of its ability'
the same as any other corporat i'' n, to attract the capital
of investors, while the former tvpe is limited to the
aw(£>iunt of cai'ital its own members can advance . No
distinction is usually m.ade between these two types, hcv;-
evtr, the group as a whole being referred to as co-
operative jobbers.
This mutual type hao had an unusual growth.
In 1898 the Calvert D-^ug Company of 3f-ltircore wa founded
by fifteen druggists. It has grown steadily until in
1926 its sales reached ^1,350,000. for that year. In
1903 the druggists cf Buffalo organized the Ellicct Drug
Company, "^his comr-^any has been an outstanding success
in the cooperative field doing a business in 1926 of over
§2,000,000 on a merchandise inventory of t200,000 at an
expense of less th.an 6 per cent. In 1909 the !Iutual
Drug Company was organized by three hundred druggists of
Cleveland. In 1911 a branch was opened in Columbus,
followed with branches in Chicago in i9ir, Detroit in 1916,
Kansas City in 1920, Pittsburg in 1926. and Indianapolis

in 1927. In 1915 it purchac'ed the large pharnacent ical
plant of Burroughs Bros, in Baltin-iOre. In l92'.6 the sales
of the Mutual Drug Compc.r.y were over ^18,000,000. "^he
St. Louis Wholesale Drug Coiripany wa founded in 1916 and
had sales in 1926 of ?2, 250, 000. The Los Angeles Drug
Company founded only ten year ago had sales in 1927 of
1^,000,000. Several of these types of wholesalers
are doing a business of cirer tl, 003, 000. yearly^ this
nxiir.ber including the Union ^"Tiolesale Drug Company, and the
United Concuncrs, Inc., both of Boston.
The extent of cooper-.tive v:holGsaling in the
drug trade at the close of 1927 may be sunmed up as follows
Twenty six cooperative wholesaler s w ere supplying 15,000
independent druggists v/ith f50, 000, 000 v/orth of merchan-
dise In other words, thirty per cent of the ind^-r endent
retail druggists were buying about twelve and one half
per cent of all drug store merchandise sold through
(1)
^/holesalers
.
COOPERATIVF BUYING ATTOUG DEPtRTMFNT STORFS
The idea oip substituing a cooperative jobber
'or the service wholesaler ^vho has served the drug trade
for so many years seems a radical one and for this reascn
";i) Compiled from statistics appearing in various drug pub-
=
.ioaticiiH, principally the rharwaccntioal Fru.

a great many druggist are reluctant to entertain the ider.
.
When it can be shoi^n conclusively that the druf:giBt can
8ave money it is hard to r'=eson out v;hy so r;any druggists,
who are financially able, are not taking advantage of this
savings, Ghould the fact that the idea is radical stop
them?
In the department store field while the idea
is of compart ively recent origin, there are already many
chains. More recert is the fact that the tro largest
mail order houses are establishing a chain of departm.ent
stores. Both Sears, Roebucl: , «S; Ccnrany and ^'cntgom.ery
Ward and Company have stated in their advert iser.ents that
they each intend eventuaxiy to have 1,500 such stores.
The position that the independent department store is nci?^
in is not unlike that of *he independent retail druggist.
While the inderendent departr.ent store's buying power in
comparison to that of the independent druggist is enormous,
it is sm^all in comparison to some ef the dh.am departm^ent
stores. To meet the situation they have resorted to co-
operative buying in :3cme forr^. It does not necessarily
follow that because departm.ent stores are doing it that
drug stores should do it also. The fact that they are
doing it^hov/ever, is significant.
After all is the idea so radical?"^'ece3sity
71
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ie the mother of ir.vent icn . " Nece8::ity has airays been
and alv/ays will be the ir.pulse "cehir.d any ner cr unusual
idea. Like the drup^jriGt the departrent Gtcre har. seen the
necessity of getting its goods at the *ov7e::.t rossitle first
GOst. Many of the idfas in r-.odern merchandising are
radical. The chain store itseif was ccnsidrred a radical
departure in merchandising twenty vears ago. Although
young it is not a dif-^icult n-atter to get some of our
^
^
best rrinds to a drat that it is ^ ere to stay. One 'r^riter
says: "There is no department in business today in T^hich
changes are so violent, rapid and revolutionary as ar.cng
the 2,000,000 retailers v:hc supply Anericans r tth the
cigar storenan, the druggist, are all being hit by a stcrr.
in the retail wccld," An idea Fhich has grown to the
point where cooperative retail drug buying now is, can
no longer be called radical.
COOPERATI^T STaEKGH^
The first and n-cst irr.rcrtant element of
strength in cooperative buving for the benefit of the
retail druggist is the fact t>^at he can get his merchan-
:i) "^.0. Shepard, "Colliers," Septenber 192G, p. 308
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dise from the cooperative wholesaler at a louver cost.
Bui:.etin 50 issued by the Harvard. Bureau of Business
Research gives the average total expense of the service
wholesaler in 1924 as 15.8 per cent and of cooperative
association druc;gist3 in 1926 as 6.9 per cent of gross
(1)
sales. A saving of 8,9 per cent of gross sales is
shOT!7n which saving has been made possible by the ability
of the cooperative rholerjaler to reduce the cost of
performing some of the wholesale functione.
Recently fifteen service wholesalers located
throughout the TTnited States consolidated. These firms
did a combined bu -iness in 1927 of $74,950,250 or 18.7
per cent of all business dene by drug v:holesalers that
year. One of the purposes of the consolidation as
{C, J
explained in the circular of the bankers offering the
stock of the nev^ h'-'lding corxany, is the econon-ies in
operation of the several businessf^s which can be effected.
They list as the most iminortant of these the following:
I. A reduction in the cost of buying by empl03''ing
a smaller cf-ntral buying organization or associa-
tion, '^he increased buying rower will permit
purch-ases at lower prices because of quantity
(1) These figures while not for the same years serve to
shov/ that the expense of the cooperative wholesaler ie
lower. (2) Goldman, Sacks, S: Co. The Bridgeport Trust Co.
fifipt. Bt 19^8 ======================_=================^^

discounts and the ability to buy fror primary
scurcea
.
II. Combining experimental, testing and manufactur-
in.p; ibratcries.
III. Selling can be made more efficient and
economical through coordination of sales pcliciefi,
IV. Centralized control of finances, insurance,
advertising and inventories.
Here are fifteen concerns doing 18.7 per cent
of the entire wholesale drug business at an expense of
^5 per cent of oalen. TTTe Mutual Drug Company, tn the
other hand, a cooperative wholesale!^, operating seven
branches and doing a business of $18,000,000. in 1926
has paid eight per cent dividends yearlv since 1909 and
(1)
is able to operate at an expense of seven per cent.
In the past the druggist of t>:e United States have
supported three hundred old line iobbers rho are doing
business at an expense of fifteen per cent, ""hesr, jobbers
themselves know that it is posBible to operate for less.
This is proven sufficiently by the consolidation of fifteer)
of their number and the purposes of such consolidation as
stated by tbey themselves.
(1) Statistics compiled from statements made by its
president Mr. Roosa, appearing in various editions of the
Pharmacentical Era,
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One illustration will serve t o illuGtro.te the
po83ibilit" cf further savings and tc illustrate the
difference in the expense figures cf the trc types of
wholeBaiera. Every service wholesaler still employe
outside ealesr.en v'hich increat-ee their selling expense,
while the catalogue is practically the on^y salesman cf
the cooperative. The average wholesaler stocks 50,000
itens. The tine that the salesman can spend in any cne
store ir.akcs it impossible tc sell anything except the good
"(1)
will of the house for which he vrorks. "^his is necessary
because of competition bet^7-^^,n wholesalers but it is one
of the unnecessary expenses for vvt. ich the retailer r;ust
oay.
To further verifv the fact that there is a
saving to the retail druggist through cooperative buying,
an analysis was made of the catalogue of cne of these
(2)
concerns. It disclosed the following facts: This
catalogue lists 2,532 cf the fastest selling iteriS in
two of the largest departnerts cf the average drug store -
patent medicines and toilet articles, and a lesser number
of items used in the drug department. On 1,887 cf these
items this concern allow^ n discount of fiv.e and five
per cent; on the remaining 345 items it allowed a discrunt
(1) 7:hile this is the opinion of r.any cne illustration ^ill
serv^ to substantiate the fact that it is held. T. '-p. McIIeice
= harvard B. L. R.0ct.l9S8 p.,?.? (.?) T.T. noncurerf: Trr 1 QPB
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cf five per cent. The prices liGted v;ere, idertical 7'ith
those of a competing service wholesaler showing that
the saving 7/as real. The price s of the cooperative are
for fractirral parts cf a dozen. To get . ccmparabie
prices from the service wholesaler the dealer must tuy
in full dozens. The catalogue shov.'ed than that the
dealer cruld buy in QUANTITIES '^'TA'" S^ilTFD HIS NFED8
at these savings. This cooperative wholesaler also
handles the several thousand products of Burroughs
Brothers, the manufacturing unit of the Mutual Drug
Company, and offers these items at an equal saving to
t tose listed in their own catalogue.
An inspection of the figures of the ^"aigreen
(1)
chain of drug storey, the second largest in the United
States, will show the rate at which these stores are
increasing and the need of the saving that can be effected
through cooperative retail buying.
Year No. of Av.. Sales Total Per Centage total
Stores per store flales net profit net
profit
1924 50 3^111,700 ^5, 586, 448 7.8 f439,110
1923 96 1^0,500. 13,494,878 7.4 1006,206
1927 135 148,000 20,000,000 6.9 1394,742
1928 189
(1) Taken from an announcen:e nt of Hallgarten & Comrsny
RanVfirs iRftiied Jsm]?.ry l9.P,f{.

The3<^ figures Bhcw sr,vtral fE.cts first of
which is the rr.pidity of grov7th cf this chxin— frcrr. 50 to
189 stores in ieso than four year They aleo shcv/ that
the net profit ha^ averaged seven p-^r cent of their laies.
Since they are buying their goodt; at icbberc disccunt
(fifte-n per cent) it can he seen that they have been
able to sell their goods at eight per rent less than the
druggist can buy his and still make a net profit of seven
per cent, I"^ hn a been^ shorn that the v;arehouGe expense
of the chain stores is seven per cent. T^e importance
then of the retailer buying to save eight' per cent as,
it is T)083ible to do thr^^ugh cooperative buying^ becomes
apparent
.
X second point of competitive strength in the
cooperative wholesaler is the aid which he can render tc
the retail druggist member, especially in the m.atter cf
collective advertising. It hae been sho^Tn tc ^vhat
extent the d-:partr.ent stores adv-rtice. A look at any of
the city daily ners papers will show the ex*-.ent tc
which chain stores are now advertising. It ic not
uncommon in the Bo^>ton papers tc see an entire page
devoted to a Liggett 's advert iserr^ent . During Christr;aB
week practically t^vo and one half pages were devoted
daily in several of the Boston papers to advert isemiente
I
of the c^F.in grocery stores. It is cur rurrrse in this
chr.pter only to point out the roints of strength of
the cooper£.tive idea stressing the point of the savings,
on purchases. In the following chapter, the o^her ways
in v/hich the princirle of cooperation c an be applied to
the various activities of the drug store, as a means of
solving our problem will be developed.
COOPERATIVE FFAkHESS
It has alv/ays been pointed out that the
cooperative idea had certain inherent '»":eaknesses "rhich
it TTould be impossible to overcome. I knov; of no better
bray of provine- the truth of falsity of such an opinion
than to refer to the success that has been obtained by
both the service and cooperative v/holesaler. Figures are
availpbe to show t^6 success of the larf-'^st service
(1)
fyholesal ing unit in the United States which does aocut
nineteen per cert of the total wholesale business.
Year Ended ITet Gales Combined TTet
Dec. 31 Profits
L925 ^71, 347, 330 $2,5G9,122
11926 74,150,859 2,746,168
927 74,950;350 2,770,036
our months 25,950,073 1,136,453
inded Apr. 30 1928
1). Iv'cEeason & Robl ins. Inc. Figures certified by Price
atechcuse ^< Co. are taken from bulletin isaued by Coldm.an
t^achs ^ Co. Bankers. Serter.ber 1928

''ith these figure o before us ve will ccneider the weakneee
usually considered the greateet end r.ret fundemcntal" the
relative ineff ec tivenesc of the r.anagement as cor.paired '
with that of the managemeT-,t v;hich derives its incentive
from the hope of prcfitc."
The best vray that is l^nov.'n to consider the
effectiveness of r.anagenient is to -oonsider the question
of "turnover." It is a well established fact in business,
which needs no elaboration here, that the interect on
investment is increased as the turnover is increaaed. The
figures given in the Balance Sheet as of April 30, 1928
for inventory are .^14,815,254. Applying the comriiCnly
accepted figure of 82 per c^nt to the ssles figure of
1927 we get a cost cf sales figure of f 31 , 459, 205. V'e
may now compute the rcte cf turnover figure and find it
to be 4.1 times, whioh in slightly better than the
figure of four times usually given to service rhcle-
salers
.
Figures are not available m the sar:e form
for the largest cooperative vrhclesaler but the relative
efficiency of the two r.ay be scm from the following
figures: Sales ?^18, 000, 000. Profits f:l,500,00C. In
addition it has i^f id dividends cf G'fo for seventeen
(1) Taken from Statements of President Rocsa, Mutual Drug
Company in Pharmia cent ical Frs, Febr^ ary, 1928

consecuoive years. Comparabie figures are available in
the case of the Kllicott Drug Ccrxany of Buffalo, whoee
sales were f^^H, 000, 000. Inventory f200,00. and expense
6^. '^hese figures v;ould indicate a stocktur nover of about
9 times. The above, figures are sufficiently accur^-te to
compare the relative efficiency of the two t3^pe8 of
wholesaler 9 . It vr^uld seem that the first weakness is
far from being proved.
The other ^/eaknesses usually mentioned are (1)
"the control of expense leaks is hard to obtain under hired
m.anagemcnt ana (2) "lo^ralty to the cooperative irtea is
difficult to maintain," As in the former case no better
way seems open to answer the first weakness than again
point to the success of cooperative v;holc sal ing . If the
cooperative vrholesalers have been conspicuouoly sr.ccesc'-
ful in competiticr. v^ith the service vholesalero, it ruet
follow that they have been at least a^^ ouccesafvil as the
later in this ?:espfct.
Dificjulty in maintaining loyalty to the co-
operative idea must depend (in the ability of the coopera-
tive wholesaler to continue to save m.-ney on the purchases
of its members. It has been explr. ined that cooperative
Wholesalers vrere of tv;o types, one of ich was the so
called "mutual." It is called mutual because the success

of the v;hcle8aler depends upon the retail mer.ber and
competition haS brought the retE.iler to a point where his
succebs is dependent upon this type of vrholeseler.
So long ac the cooi.erat ive wholesaler
continues to save the retailer there need be little
worry about the later regaining loyal, because no other
meanB has yet been found, vrhereby he can 3f.ve an equal
amount. If the retailer gives up this vrhclesaler to v.'hom
will he turn to effect an equal saving? At: the retailer
is becoming more dependent daily this question of main-
taining loyalty becomes less important. One of the
points \*:hich this study attempts to bring out is the
fact that the retailer can not rely on legislation to
save him., he muct m.eet his com-pet it ion . To do this he
must buy his merchandise more cheaply. The onl'y way so
far proposed is cooperative buying and loyalt3'" to the
cooperative wholesaler must necesaaril3' follow.
CONCLUSION
The rate at which the competition v.-ith yrhich
this Study deals is gro\7ing, shows that the people
appreciate the chain's aggressive metkodti of merchandising
and are taking advantage of the savings they are able to
givfc. This growth also shows a decidedly friendly' feeling

on the part of the manufacturer for this nethod of
distr ibuticn. It, rould aeerri after the diacuesicn of
price mainteneu'^ce legislation that the manufacturer of
advertised tradeir.arked goods vjas not in favor of therr.,
but preferred tc^iarket his goods through the independent
at full retr.il prices. The nianufacturer ' s vrants and his
acti'^ns do not tie v;e 11 together. It is those v'ho favor
this legislat ion v,'hc are continually saying the manufactu-
rer sells to the chains and department stores at a price
LESS than the wholesaler buys, because they give to the
chains secretly free goods (which is a further discount)
for pushing their goods, and also bear part of the chains
advertising expense (w^ich is ano'rher foxm cf discount)
for including their goods in such advertisements. In the
grocery business, 38 per cent of the total busineec is
no77 in the hands of chains, onl^' 50 per cent being in the
hands of independents, the remiaincer being in the hands
(1)
of miscellaneous dealers. The same thing is true in
the drug teueinesc, but to a lescer extent, "^hese chain-,
accounts are less expensive for the m.anufacturer to handle
in that they are fev^er in numbers, cost cf distributing
to them being lowered, and they are les" expensive to
(1). vaiford L. Whit e, "Cooperat ive Retail Buying in the
Drug and Grocery Trades" Harvard Busin'";S£ Review, October
1938.

carry on their bcokc for the srrr.e recioon of numbers
and beoau3e their credit is the beat. Hor ccn the
manufacturer be otherwise then friendly to theri?
Consur.er and r.anufacturer then arc friendly
to the chain ana dfep&J^tment store. Their eucces£ is due
in a large part to the economic advantage they have in
increased buying pov/er rhich h- g been shorrn to be a net
of eipht per cent. The inderendent canr.ct ccmpfte rith
the chain until he first increases his buying power to
that of the chair. The only method open to bin; is co-
operative retr.il buying, which pl^n has been shown to
be practical in that it is only the method used by the
chains themselves. It hac been proven conspi^su^y
successful also, and has nov; been in operation long
enough to have proven its worth. The retailer muGt buy
cooperatively to meet chain and departn-ent store
compet it ion.
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CKAPTFR V
ELU'HNATION OF UNKKCESSARY COSTS
Julius Klein, Director of the Bureau cf
(1)
Foreign and Domestic CornKerce, says: "Most cf the
experinentfi " in distribution that have been or are 'reing
carried cut in this country ccnsiet in at t er.pt s to elirrii"-
nate one or r.ore so callrd middleman, such ce the jobber,
the wholesaler, or the r^'^tailer. ^"'ell kncv/n examples
are chain storey, rail crder hcunes
cooperative v/hclesale buying by retailer "j, etc. Fhile
aome of thece attempts have materia-l^'' contributed
tov^ard the advancc^ment of mcrchondising it ic still
conceivable that the ansv/er to rany probleir.s lies rot in
the elimination of middleman, but rather in the elimina-
tion cf unnecessary costs in the pcrforriance cf both
the wholesale and retell functions," The v;riter has
found this st&ter'^rt of T . Klein particularly true
in the retail drug trade. No com.plcte and comiphrensive
plan for the independent ret?, iler whereby he can mee t
the com^^etition of his large com,retitore has yet bffn
(1) Foreword to Distribution Cost Gtiidies-TIo 3 issued by
TTr,-i-h^r) q-hr-*-r.--: T^^j.rctrrrt r,-r Commerce. ^92£

suggeated. Even as betreen the tvo leading drug trade
publicat i-^ns, vie find them e&ch advocating and supper -^ing
one means only as a Goluticn. The one has ccncistently
advocated price maintenance legislation, while the ether
has advocate;"! cooperative retail buying.
This study attempts to show that the attempts
thus far made while having materially contributed to the
advancement of retailing, are not all that is necessary.
Cooperative retail buying b': druggists as a solution- but
onl^r 80 far as to enable the independent to buy his
merchandise at the same first cost ae the c h in— is an
examiyle of the cat^e in point. Such an attempt is not
inconsistent with other attempts as suggeoted in the
latter '-'alf of Mr. Klein's statement. Thi sti;dy vould
further show th-.t attem.pts must be made to eliminate un-
necessary costs and tries to t-how wherein it is possible
tc leaver tl-em.. '^his is absolutely necessary
because the chain costs are lower than those of the ether
types of retailers and they sell more goods per dollar
invested than any other type of retailer. The independent's
complete program, must be "to buy right tc sell right."
Selling right is only possible when unnecessary costs have
been eliminated after the goods have been laought right.
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TT^RNOVFR
Cur first task is to se^ rhcrsin turncver is
connected with the subject cf elimination of unnecessary
costs. The commonly acc-epted definiticn cf turncver is
"fhe number cf tiroes a comrlete stock of merchandise
(1)
is scld per year." This is found by dividing the cost
of sales by the average inventory, at cost or market price,
w'-^ichever is l^cwer. "his shc^"s that both sales and pur-
chases are involved end, as will be shov:n presently, many
other ccotG. It is ncr necessary tc shc\7 that the
question of turncver is invlved in this study.
Statistics shcw^that the rate cf turnover m
the different types of stores varies. The turncver cf the
independent retell drug store varies from ".3 times tc
(2).
4 times per vear. The rate of stock turn in the cane of
(n \
Chain drug stores varies from seven to ten tim;et..(See
Tg.bie VI Page 88) "^hesfc various figures shov; that the
TABLE VI- '"HF Atjttttal ""TTRTTOTrEr^ OF STOCK III LIGGFTT'S STORES
Type of Go'-ds Stock Type of Gocds Stock
Turnover Turncver
Soda T"ater 52 Gen, mierchandise 8
candy 20 Total Store 10
Cipar
a
7 - ^ -n
15
{ 1J E .
r~ Lincoln, Business Finance, p 64^
(r) Pharmacent ical Frn
,
October, 1327 p. 16 (^.o tires,)
t.E, Lincoln, Business Finance p. 350, 4 timies
(3) . Pharmacentical Era, October 1827 p. 16
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the chain stereo ti:rn their inventories frcrn two tc three
timea rr;cre per "Ccir than the independent. The or crating
expenses of the indei^endent drugriot are 2 8 per cent
(1)
whereaa those of the drug chain are 25 per cent; the
net profits of the former are 7fj and these of the latter
12^ per cent
.
Profits are the resulto of sales, after buying
and expanse have ^ cons idered, and are dependent upon turn-
over as shown by the figures abo^e. Since the indepen-
dent, to compete with chain and department stores, must
consider his profits, conseauently he must consider the
question cf turnover since his profits are dependent upon
it.
TURNOX^ER An A BUYIT7G PROBLEM
Turnover may be ha -tened in tro rays, either
by increasing the sales of descreasing the purchases.
Turnover is, therefore, a selling problem as rell as a
buying probier;. It v'iH be considered only fror. a buying
standpoi't at this time.
An invest igatix>h by the United States Depart-
ment cf Corr.r^erce, brought out the fact that "Merchandise
wy ich sleeps on the shelve;:- gradually ac "lurrulat es costs...
(1) Pharmacentical Era, October 1927 p. 16
1
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storage, intere-^t, irsurancr:, taxeo, shrinkc.ge, deprecia-
tion, ard. '"bsoleGcenoe . Furthermore, it tiee up a
retailer's capital and depreciates his credit, making it
difficult or impcosible for hir. to take advantage of cash
disc cunt a
If the accumulated costs can not be pasced a long to the
consurr:er, the retailer may find it impcscible to remr in
(1)"
in business. This particular study showed that a
stock control system installed by a particular merchant
reduced the nur.ber of items carried by 3^ per cent;
reduced the value of his inventory by 8 per cent; in-
creased his volume of sales 20 per cent; increased his
dollar profits 50 per cent.
The above statement shows clf^ariy that turn-
over is a querition of buying, ^iile it is true that if
merchandise was ao'^d it "weld not sleep on the shelves''
it is also true t-'-at if it "'as bought in the sr:alleGt
quantities necesnary to ne'^-t the cal^e reoL^ iremer ts, it
co-.:ld not "sleep" there. The effects of an inventery
which is to? large r.ay be i-^lustrated by tv.'o comipeting
m.erchantc with the same sales volume opera* ing on
inventories of ^5,000 and 1^10,000. The former eliminates
the interest, insurance, taxes, ana depreciation on ^5,000^
a saving which could be shorn in actual dollars and cents,
(l)"netail Profits Through Stock Cent rcl" , C . E. DittBer,
locuoa by tho Thuttid UtaUj DcpuiU..Oi,l oi Oguj ti , 1®£!C
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Ke receives further benefits also which alt^cugh as r^al,
can ret be shown in act-:al figures savings by smaller
losses due to shrinkage, epoiiage and obsolescence.
Many druggists realize the iniportance of
turnover, but are seriously hiandicapped in their buying.
They have been compel l-^d by c ircurr stance to carry a
larger inventory than they Irnov: they should carry. Their
selling price ie set by their competitors, the chains
ana dep^rtrent stores, and is so lev/ that it sonetir.es
does not cover the independent's merchandise cost, yet,
as was shown in the cacpe of the ^"^algreen Company, the
chains can make seven per cent profit and in scm.e cases
as high as 12> per cent. Realizing the importance of
first cost, the druggist has bought in larger quantities
than he c culd sell ^ith the result that ^arge inventories
have accumulated with the resulting evils and costs which
we have iust shown.
The question then arises how oan the 'druggist
solve this problem of turnover from the standpoint of
buying. The answer which this study would give it co-
operative retail buy.ng and slmplif icaticn of stocks which
we will consider in this ord'=r.
In the previous chapter, the catalogue of
the United Ccnsum.er Inc. wac examined, the earrings there
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shown being considered typical of the Servings offered by
eooperative wholesalers genera ^.^y. It showed a list of
2,532 of the drugp;ict's fa stent selling it ens, on 1,887
of which the druggist could realize a saving of 5 and 5
per cent and of 5 per cent on the remaining 645 iter.s.
In adaition to this they offered like savings on r.any
other iter.s not shovjn in the catalogue, but which could
be ascertained by an inspection of the catalogue of the
manufacturer an illustration is the catalogue of
Burrough'e Bros., the manufacturing unit of the Mutual
Drug Company, the country's largeat cooperative wholesaler.
The use made of these figures at that time ^^as to show
by an actual illustration that the druggist could buy at
as low a first cost as the chains, ^e have a dif-^erent
purpose in rj.ind .^ow, but one hardly less important. These
prices are for FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A DOZEN, which enables
the druEgist to overcor/.e his present necessity of
quantity buying with its resulting evils.
One of the reasons for the success of the
chain stores, is -^he fact that the r.anagers of the stores
need only ant ic ipate. their stock wants for a week in
advance, and order accordingly from their centrs.l v.'are-
houses, knowing that this ccmparit ively er.all surply
would core in at the lowest possible prices, and that
i[
4
1
their complete stock was only about a v/eek^s supply.
The sar.e opportunity is now open to the indepf ndent
tbrcugh cooperative retail bu^-ing. Fir at, he r.ay buy at
as low a price a 3 the chain, and second, ar hae be^n
shown above, he need anticipate his needs on a large
part of his stock for only a wer-k in advance and keep
his inventory at a lov; figux'e as a result.
SIMPLIFICATICN OF STOCKS
While it can be seen that the opportunity
which is riven the druggist tc buy in fractional parts
of E dozen, is a great help to him in solving .his buying
problem, it is not a ccnipiete solution. It is evident
that if his stock of r.er chandise , which we will sey, is
ordinarily 200 items, could be cut to 100 itens and he
could stixl buy as above, that 3tock, seic. ller as it
naturally is, could be still cut in halves by t^is sinpl
fication. In its :e:.aticn to buying then, stock simpli-
fication is r.n aid to further diminishing the inventory.
Although it '.ppears all very cir.pie^ yet it rer.ained for
the chain store to discover its importance and reap the
benefits from it. It Ib only recently that the indepen-
dent druggist has begun tc seriously consider the
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question. Stock sir.pl if icaticn is of far greater im-
portance also than its relation to buying as we shall se-e
later.
While there is always the possibility of
st£indardiz inf; or sinirlifying stocks ton closely, vrith
the rsault that, sales may be lost through not having the
articles in stock, still sinr lif icat ion is of utmost im-
portance. It must be understood that records of some
sort must be available to help the druggist avoid such
Sc:ie losses, but still enable him to sim;plify his stock
right up to the point rhere he rill lose sal':s if his
stock is simplified further. At such a point his inven-
tory v;ill always be at the lowest figure at n'^ich it is
advisable for himi to keep it. For the first time in the
history of the drug industry a critical scientific analy-
sis of all the toilet goods sales of a drug store for
(1)
a six months period has been m.ade. The results of this
study formed the basis of a Questionnaire of the Druggist's
Research Bureau v;hich is row being sent to all druggists
in the United States. This effort on the part of the
Bureau is the beginning of a scientific study into the
Vv'hole question of simplif icat ions of drug store stocl &,
and its relation to profits. While it is a report of
(1) Si^ecial report of Druggists Research Bureau, 101 Maiden
Lane, Bew ^orl: City, " Simp lif icat ion of Di'ug Store Stocks,"

only one drug store departr.ent and of only one store, yet
because it rme a store where buying, is closely done
according to present standards, and because the inventory
was a comparatively small one, the Bureau has deenied the
results arrived at as of such iriiportance that they issued
a report inir.ediately for th.e benefit of all druggists.
The results of this investigation prove the
importance of the principle here being discussed. B^'ing
the TTOst reliable data of its kind available, t^e rore im-
portant facts brought to light are given below as bearing
out the argument here being presented. There are three
determinants of profits—margin, vclum'^' ard turnover. Slow-
Belling items should effect the buying, in that they should
determine the amount to be bought, and do result in a large
inventory and small turnover. This study involved 434
Drands, sizes, and styles of whxieh 5,592 individual sales
were made amounting to ^1,92S.
FABLE VII -VARIATICTTS IN MARGIN, VOLUrT, AND TUR!:OVER
(1)
Goods Brands Bum^bcr of Av.Amt. Stock Gross
of Sc-les Turncver I.largin..:) u X 6 B
93
Hair
Shaving
Dental
Fa cial
Hand
General
All lines
95
37
58
132
13
9S
434
o9S
G55
1913
797
164
1394
5598
. Ob
.43
.34
.41
.33
.25
.34
4.4
7.6
S,6
4.2
4.6
4.6
5.4
35 T..erce]|t
32
35
37
36
35
(1) The Druggists Research Bureau, op. c:
il
S4
In this study "consistent sexier s" were those
which were crdered at lea.:t three times in e. eix mrnthe
period cr \7hich sold in quant it iec of at least three
dozen within six mcntha. The following facts were
brought out: Of the total of 434 iter.s carried, only 159
or 37 per cent were ccnsietent seller g. Frcm these 159
iters or 3"^ per cent of the corrTlete stock, 4155
individual sales or 74 per cent of the total number of
sales were made. These sales averaged 34 cents each and
the amount received was ^^1,394 or 73 per cent of the
total receipts.
(1)
TABLE YIII- VkRlk'^lOV?. I" ^^TISISTEirT SELLERS
Goods Brands ilumVjer Av. Ar.v't Stock Cross
of sales of Sales Turnover Margin
Hair 29 324
Shaving 19 533
Dental 39 1815
Fac ial 33 405
Hand 3 119
General 33 930
All lines 159 4156
.41
.45
.34
. 33
.37
.22
.34
8.2
11.8
12.8
8.5
14.
9.
10.3
33
30
35
33
34
percent
II «
Returning again to the question of buying,
this study reveals the facts, first, that 73 per cent of
the total receipto carcefrcn the sale of 37 per cent of the
stock. The average stock on hand at the end of the period
(1) . The Cruggists Research Bureau, op. cit.
(2) . Ibid,
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.vaa mc.de up cf 53 pec oent slow sellers. This ehcv;s the
aossrcillties of increased turnover through the
rrinoipie of stock Rinr l if icat ir r. v;hich results in a
smaller inventcr3'-. 'T'he average druggist can substantially
|iecrea-ie in the neighborhood of 63 per cent of his ctcck.
(1)
IPABLF IX VARIATIONS UJ SLO^ SFLLERS
uooas Hrand-3 Nur.ber Avr. .An:t
. Gtock Cross
of B'-'les cf S^le Turnover Margiltn
Hair
Shav ing
Dental
Facial
Hand
General
All lines
18
19
93
10
on
345
92
98
392
45
434
1433
, 53
.35
.45
.33
.31
.37
2,9
2.6
2.6
1.8
2.4
2.6
o 1^
45"
37 "
40"
38"
42"
4 0"
It will be rot iced that an arbitrary definitior]
has been taken for consistent seller. If fron- records it
can be determined just ?/h?.t goods move three- times in six
months there need never be miore than one each of such
goods on hand.
Furthermore, if it can be deterr.^ined .lust
what goods sell at ^he rate of three dozen v:ithir a
period cf six ronths, or one every five days it would he
possible to supply 8.11 needs by ^aving only tv:o each cf
such items on hand. This thesis wcu^^d s^ov; that such
(1) Ibid.

TABLF X PROPORTIOTT OF HTOCK 0!' Vl^vr AT F^T 0'^ FFRICD
WITICH ^FRF RLOW SFLLFRG
on hand at end
Oords of rericd
H^ir Preparations 70 per cent
Shaving " 50 " "
Dental " 33"
Facial " 73 "
Hand " 77 "
General " 67 "
All lines" 63 "
a procedure is pcsnible by weekly purchases fror. the
cooperative Viholesaler at the best irossit^le price as has
been shc^vn, '^hia is in striking contrast to the p -Iicy
which has generally been adopted of buying in full dozens
fror, the jobber or in larger quant iti-^^s direct from the
manufacturer rith the resulting large inventory and
decreased tu-nover.
RELATIONSHIP 0^ TURNOVER ^0 PROFITS
A rapid turnover of atock is supposed to
indicate good financial raanagemant. ^^h is can be Eiufficient
ly illustrated by two cases, T'^ble XI, Page 97 shows
that in the ca.ie of retail shoe stores total expeEse
deereaaed from 29.3 per cent to 23.3 per cert and r.fet
profit increased from a 4 per cent Iob.^ to a 0.3 per cent
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profit. TAblF XII; po.ge 99 shor's that in whole cr.le
grocery stores total fixed chargcG cr.ci upkeep decreased
from 4.2 per cent to 2.7 per cent ar.d the total expense
from 13.3 per cent to 10.4 per cent.
TABLE XI OPERA'^IIIG EXPFIJSKS I?J RETAIL SHOE S'^OREG IN
1921 ACCOHDiro "^0 nk'^'E OF S'^OCK TURN (Net Sales
100 per ctnt ) (1)
Class of Expense Stock turn 1.5 to 1.9-
less than 1.5 1.8 times 2.2 t imes
t inies t im e e 8 over
Number of firns 108 97 73 116
Wages of Sales
10. 7f. 9.7^force 11.4^, 10. 86^
Total selling 13.8" 13.4" 1 'I '7, »l 12.5"
Buying management
and office salaries 3.7" 3.8" •2 on 4.0"
Total tuning 4.0" 4.2" 4.2" 4.3"
Rent P o* 3.0" 2.7" 3.0"
Total interest 4.3" 3.1" 2.9" 2.1"
Tctrl Fixed
Charges Upkeep 9.8" 8.6" 7.9" 7.2"
Total Expense 29.2" 28.3" 27.9" 26.2"
Gross Profit 25.2" 2a. 3" 27.1" 26.8"
Net Prof it-crlcss 4.0" 3.0" 0.8" 0.6"
Loss lose loss prof it
This does net mean, hovrever, tha t an increase in turncYser
will of itself lead to higher profits, Prof its ca n only
result when the pri ce received i s greater than the cost of
the goods to '.vhtaih all costs of sales have been added.
(1) Harvard Bureau of Business Reeerach Bulletin 31.
"Operating Expenses in Retail Shoe Stores in 1921," p. 29

It has been shown that turnover is a quenticn
of lDU"ing in that it ^ay be increa sed by clecreasing the
inventory. The size of t^e inventory naturally depends
on ^ov; carefully goods ""ave been bought in anticipation
of sales. Turnover can also be increased by increasing
the vclurs of sales. This is possible by reducing the
selling price to a point where there is :.o profit or by
intensive advertising and expensive methods of selling.
Such rr.ethods mav be so costlv as to ecu terbalance any
jrofits v;'-ich c:me from the increased volume.
The definite informati-^n needed is such ac
will show the relationship of pr-^fits on slew r.oving items
to that on fi-st roving ones, or in ot^er v;ordn, the
relationship of turnover to profits. Definite information
ms^ be had by reference to the computed profits per sale
on consistent and slow sellers as shown by the table
immediately follov/ing. In this st^'-dy the proportionate
shace of the total carrying costs is arportioned to
each sale. This amount varies in proportion to the time
it remains in the store before sold or turned over. This
car.'ving cost is found to be 4 per cent of sales for
each ten woeks. applying this figure in the case of the
consistent seller ^^e get:
Average sale anounted to .34

Total irierchandise co&t o6/y
Prcr ort icnate share of sales
expense (20>>)
.22
.07
Carryirg cost for 5 weeks .01
Profit .04
Applying the same figure to the alov: seller T/e get:
Average sale amounted to
Total merchandise cost 30^
Proper t icnate shr.re of
sale expense 20^
Carrying costs "^cr 20 we -ike
Profit
.37
.07
.03
.05
TABLF XII OPFilATIMG FXPFITSFS IV rFOLFSALF GROCFRY
S^ORFS IN 19S1 ACCORDIIJCr TO RATE OF STOCK
TURN (TJet r;ales 100 per cent)
(1)
Class of Expense Stocl: turn 4^ to 5.9 r3 , 0 t imes
less then 4 times tiriee <»• ever
Number of f irm.s 65 130 114
d . ( ;0 , 7^0 2.4
l.G" 2.1" 1.9
2.8" 2.6" 2.5
2.4" 1 .9" 1.4
4.2" 3.4" 2.7
T 7. O M 11 .G" 10.4
Total saiss force
Total receiving
and shipr ing
Total buying and
management
Total inter ef3t
Total fixed ch?. rges
and upkeep
Total expense
(1) Farvard Burea^j of Business Research, Bulletin 30
Operating Fxpens'^s in the ^'''holeeale Crocerv Business
in 1921 p. 28
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These figuros chcv; that the f£ et r.cving
itir.es are by fc\r the more profitable in spite of the fact
tlat the profit on each item ie iesG. The profit cn the
consistent seller was .04, but it vtfq turned over 10.2
times for a total profit of .41 cn an investrent of ,22,
whereaG, while the profit on the slov; seller wat:
.05, it
was only moved 2,3 times for a total profit of .13 on the
same investment, or ar.proximately only one third as much
profit. ?.'hile turnover of itself cannot r:&ke profits,
there is a definite relations>ic between them as shown by
these figures ^^'hich is that, comp&ratively, fas t rroving
items are the more profitable,
TURNOVER AS A S'^LLINCl ^ROBL^^'
Turnover bears a relationship to sales. Any-
thing which increases the sales fror the same stock of
goods increaies the ratr of stock turn. St6ck turn, as has
Deen shown, bears a df^finite relationship to profits and
increased profits are what the independent retailer is
after aa a r.eena of meeting the ccmpetiti'^n of chain and
department stores. Our problem now is to deternire a ray
Dy which profits and stock turn m.ay be increased through
Increased sales.

Statist leg 8hG^'7 that fn increa&ed frequency
of stock turn is accomp&nied by a iov;er retc of expense,
(See Table XII, F-ge 99) ^hiie greater sales vrith the
same expense would r.ot alter the dollar ar.d cer.ts vs-lue
of the fixei charges auch as interest, taxf s, insurance,
and deprec iat i'-n, they wn-jiid reducf^ the. percentage figure.
Aa sales increased, salaries after a tine r. ight increa.^e
somewhat in dollars, but the salary expense figure in
per cent v/ould decrease as the aales increaaed, thus
decreasing further the margin ever cost of goods necessary
to make a profit. This is the principle vfhioh was develop'
ed in the preceoding 8ecti'~n and is the one to rhich tl-^e
manufactucer of advertised goods, on which the margin of
profit is ar.all, makes his appeal.
The statistics of the Tlruggists Research
Bureau 6ho"S7ine that consistent sellers are more profitable
than slow sellers applied to a group of items on which
there was no radical differ «^nce in the profits of the
individual ite^-s in this group. The chain and departrsnt
stores, which emrloy research staffs of their own and work
in close relationship with such agencies a ^ the ^"arvard
Bureau of Business Fte search, while they work upon this
Drincipie still push goods upon vrhich there is more profit
The advisability of such a procedure and a consideration

of the rrieans that are at hana for the inde^:end6rit druggist
to increase his sales and profits thereby, will conclude
the solution here suggei?.ted for h.ic problem of cor.p'^t it ion,
OWN GOODS
While the principle shown in the proceeding
section is workable as ahov7n by statistics, yet the in-
dependent retail druggist is faced with the problem that
each of the types of comretition here under discuscion
has a complete line of merchandise on which a niuch larger
profit is possible than on advertiaed goods and on vihich
is bent their best sales effort to apT iy the principle of
increased turnover.
The plant of the rrnited Drug Company in
Boston is a familiar sight to a great rany druggists
throughout the country, as Boston has been the convent icn
city on three different occassions of the 8,000 Rexall
druggists of the United States. The policy of t' is
company is well knov-n to these druggists ard to the drug
trade generaxly. Briefly, their policy ic to surrly a
complete j.ine of d rug store merchandise (drugs, pharr.a-
centicals, household remedies, rubber goods, hospital
aurrlies, >^andy, sigars, soda, syrups, etc.) to ell the
stores in the Ligrett's chains and to the 8,000 Rexall
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agents thccughout the country,'-. These goods cire "pushed"
by every known ciodern ssles rethod, the idea being to get
the large 3t possible volume of sr^Ies and consequently the
greatest possible pccfit, as ev'^ry article they nanu-
facture is sold to th'=ir agencies at a much lower price
than ainiilar adverti^sed competing articles.
Percy S. Strauss ha£ said "V^e have been fight-
ing this type of manufacturers activities (price main-
tenance legialaticn) for over tr:e"-.ty-f ive years, and vre
have prepared ourselves for the evil day, if that should
come, when they v;ould be successful in having this type
of legislation );ut on the bocks, and ^^^AVF IN PRACTICALLY
EVFRY OTTE OF OUR DFPARTHFFTS, BRANDS OF OUR 0^'N MERCHANDISE
WHICH WE SELL UHDER OUR O^N BRAND; in fact as . Hudson
said, we much prefer to sell r.er chandise of our ovn, t he^n
(1)
merchandise carrying the nam;e of som.ebody else." An
inspection of the catalogues of the two largest mail order
houses, shovv's that, like the chain stores and department
store, they too feature merchandise under their own name.
They are perfectly frank to state that this merchandise
is made by the manufacturers of advertised brands,
according to their specifications, v/h ich require that the
(1) Quoted from testimony at a hearing before the House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Gom.m.erce, 'ipril 22 &
23, 1923.

articles be eoual to the advertised article in "very
respect, "et these are sold to the consur.er at Icvrer
prices, "he larger profit to the r.ail order house on
such itema csn r easonabli^ be a3Gur:ed.
The independent druggist is confronted rith
the fact that at least 50fj of his sales are of advertised
iters. (No definite i'nforr.at ion is available to verify
this figure. It ras the figure in the one actual case
invectigated by the Dnuggist's Research Bureau) the
advertised price of which is intei.ded b- the ranufacturer
to silo*" the retailer a gross profit of 33 1/3 per cent.
Practically?- ail of these retail prices are cut, some of
them to the extent that the druggist is forced to sell
therr. at a price which does not allow him his 28 per cent
cost of doing business, if he is to meet his competitor's
prices. No matter hov; intensive his sales efforts, or
how ohtaply the goods are bought, or the number of times
he is able to increa-e his turnover, he cannot meet such
competition these m.eans alone, because the goods are
not sold at sufficient profit in the first place, "^he
chain store is the retailer today who is riaking large
sales, quick turnover and who has the Icv/est operating
expense, yet it realizes the necessity of a line c" "cur
goods" which shoy:3 a large margin of profit. The
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necessity is equally urgent fcr the indeperr'ent
.
Can the irdependert druggist safely rely cn
independent ranufacturers tc supply him \"ith this mer-
chandise? Tc be sure they can supply him ^'ith it at a
price les^ by the vast am.cunt that is spent in advertising
the advertised product. This is a remedy no doubt, but
to develop the idea to its fullest, euch r.anufacturying
must be done cooperatively as it has been suggested that
the independent's buying should be done. CS-rried to
this point of devclopnent, ccorerative manufacturing
would then TUt him cn an equal footing with the chain in
this respect. No other means v ill enable him to m^ake
equal savings. It will be necessary for the druggist to
get the greatest possible turnover on these items by
means of his sales volume, '^his is possible by means of
cooperative advertising and personal salcsma n-^?^ ir . '"h'^se
will be discussed in this order.
COOPFP AT r'"^ A p"^^'!^R'^ inil'T
There have be^n many different interpretations
of the words cooperative advertising, '"'hat is m.e'ant here
by the term is " ccmmion effort of com.petitors to increase
their .sales, im.prove market conditions, combat a com.m.cn

(11
enemy, cc in other w&ys to improve the industry- in
which they have a nutual interest by advertisxg." The
campaigns that have been launched up tc the precent have
had various purposes in tr;ind, some having had for their
purpose, formation cf habits, ethers for educational
purposes on correcting bad trade practices, and still
others, expanding the sales season. Many cf these have
been extremely successful in that they have accomplished
the results v/anted. The "Save the Surface" campaign
launched in 1925, by the allied paint and varnish interests
not onl''' greatly stimulated, and increased the sale of
these products, but the individual dealers profited from
it far in excess of the small contributions they were
called upon to ^^aVe,
Fhile this advertising has been of a type
essentially different from that which v/ould be required
by the independent retail druggist tc meet t^e competition
of chain and departm.er.t stores, the wide variety of uses
to v;hich cooperative advertising has been put, shows its
pcs.Tibiiit ies for our rurpcse. The rerchants of the
Mission district of St.n Francisco have been operating a
plan with gratifying success for the past ten years. All
the m:erchants of the district contribute tc ? full
(1) Hugh F. Agrer," Cooperative Advertis jr.g by Cor.y et itor s'j
p. 5
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ne^^spaper page, the purpose of the advertisement teing
first to present the Mission district as a good shorping
center, and then the articles ^rhich they are offering
in competition rith the merchants of ether districts. It
serves the purpose of the department store advert isene nt
,
except that t he d epartm^ents are individual stores located
throughout the district, rr.t^er than under one rocf»
Sim.ilarly, to compete with the rail order houses, about
200 hard\7arc stores of Minnesota and the Dakotas are nov/
conducting a coopTative advertising camjpaing. Messages
are carried by a large sectional publication under the
membership tag of its members which is prominently dis-
played on their store windows. In addition to thie,
electrotypes are furnished the members for local news-
paper advertising, .and other matter for store and hC'Use
to house distribution. All this is furnished to members
for the nomdnal cost of thirty-five dollars.
One cooperative advertising effort am.cn^ the
retail druggists has nov; developed to a point v/hich
verifies many of the possibilities which have befn
mentioned. A group of 8,000 personally owned d::'ug stores
representing custom.er m.em.berc of the Mutual Drug Ccm.rany
and four other asoocia-ted cooperative iobbere are nor
receiving the benefits cf unintended rerm.anent cam.paign

epcnaored by their conprnies. Over 2,500 of these etcree
have signed contracts for the first six months of 1928-
Under the terms of these contracts these druggists are
being raid by the national advertisers for the use of
the windov/8, an idea entirely new to the indeperclent
druggist, but a benefit the chains have enjoyed for
several years.
H^hat the Mutual ^advertising departn^ent has
ei)
secured for its members may be 3umn':ed up as follows:
A space of 30 inches cnee a week, cr 15 inches
twice a reek in all cities of 10,000 or over in the Mutual
territory covering 10 states vrith 212 cities as follcvrs:
?-iBConsin 1? citiesPennsylvani
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
T-llinoi 8
19 cities
43 "
(J
2
34 "
Iowa 15 "
Missouri 11 "
Kansas 14 "
Oklahorr^a 12 "
212 cities
Populat ion
100,000 snd ov«r
50,000 to 100,000
2 5,000 to 50, OX
10,000 to 25,000
total
14
24
48
126
212
'he total cost of such a campaign e-oets the
druggist . ^1 .00 per v;eek and can he divided into 3 classes
(1 ) F ;om an article bv the president of the Mutual Drug
Comrany in the Fhartiacent ical Fra, February 1928 p. 37
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of stores according to their sales as follows:-
lat class $2.00 a week sales ^80,000. year
2nd " 1.00 " " " 30,000. "
2rd " .50 " " " 15,000. "
Such an advertising program covering 30 inches of
space in only cne ne^-^spaper in each cf these 212 cities
would be equivalent to 45 full newspaper advertising
pages each Y.'eek, over 2,300 full pages a year an
amount of space that would far exceed that used by all cf
chains in this territory.
Department stores have been the largest users
of advertising space in daily and Sunday nev:Gpapers for
years. Chairs are getting to a point where they are using
practically as ruch. The use of such advertising is
prohibited to the independent druggist as the circulaticn
of the newspaper in his particular locality is very limit-
ed ^whereas, the departirert stores and the chain stores as
a whole, drav; frcr. the whole area reached by the news-
paper. The independent druggist nust adopt some dis-
tinguishing Slogan to identify him and benefit from
such advertising as the chains do, dividing the expense
as proposed by the T'utual Trug Company.
A gr^c-t deal cf the departm.ent and chain store
success has been due to its ability to use this advertis-
ing. Correspondingly, the independent's chief
•
means of increasing his sr.iea has en denied him. As
his turnover and profits are dependent upon his abiJrity
to increase his volurre of sales, he cannot afford to
ignore the opportunity for so doing offered by coo]: er&t ive
advert is ing.
PERSOITAL S/\LT^n!{ANSHIP
The one important inhf^rent Trcakneso in the
chain store forr of organization is the fact t^at cv/ner-
ship io separated fror direct store r.anagement the
owners never meet the oust or;.er s . On the other hand, there
is a natural barrier that seperates the drug store from
the chain store, the departrent store or any other type
of store handling drug otore m.crchandise. The following
comment is mad^ editorially in a rrcrnt edition of a
' (1)
drug trade paper:
"Small as the volume of prescrittion business
may be in the average drug store today, the prescriT+icn
department is the barrier between the pharmiacist and
unrestricted comir et it ion ^ith general rifr chandi^ing
stores. It gives him his professional standing. Its
proper conduct affords him the opportunity to cultivate the
(1) Merck's Report, Jan^^ary 1928 p.l

good will and confidence of physiciana. It brings birr,
into confidential relations \Tith the people of his
ccniKiunity. It offers the independm-^, druggist his
greatest hope of ourviving the steadily encroaching
competiticn of stores rbose sole purpose is to sell
mer chsrditie .
"
Mow may the independent druggist take
advartape of ti^ie natural barrier t^^et seperates hir;-
fr:.m the competiticn with v/hich this thesis deals? It is
"by practising personal salesmanship, because from the
very nature of the business, the jrug^ist and ^is clerks
are better fitted to advise and sugrrest than salesmen
in any other line of businesc. In almost every case his
8\T8pathetic interest and advice \7ill be Icomec and
accepted. It has been pro-^cn that advertising will not
only create businesr, but iraintain business . The
difference betv/oen -alesranship and advertising is net
great. After ail, v/ords C ncuth are s form of advcrtisin
abd can be used most advantageously by every druggist.
Every druggist knows trat all advertised
proprietory medicines are not worth v/hlle. It would serve
no useful purpose to comr ent further upon this here as a
section of each copv of the American Medical Journal is
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devoted to an analycia of r.ost cf them as they appear
on the narket, to which the reader r.ay refer. Marxy of
them und-'r a trade r^arked nar.e are only preparations of
a standard forTnula. A space v/as devoted to a diecueaicn
of the necessity of a line of "own goods" by every druggisi
as a necessity to neet the practices of the chc-.in store.
We now have the oinrorturity cf shoring hew the druggist
can benefit to an extent not rossible to any other
retailer by increasing his sale of these and c onsecuent ly
his profits bv personal salesmanship. To increase turn-
over fron a sales standpoint two means are open to the
inder.endent in cooperative advertising and personal
salesraanship. The forrr.er gives the opportunity tc enioy
the benefits of advertising the cost cf which by any
other r.eans is prohibitive. The second costs nothing
in dollars yet gives the independent the oprcrtu-iity to
sell profitable r-erchandise, which all druggists vto
now have imes of "ov:n goods", have not done up to the
present.
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CTIAPTFR VI
CONCLUSION
The competitive adViantages and disadvantages
of the independent retailer were enumerated in
Chapter I, as well aa those of his competitors here under
discuasion . In revievrlng these at this t ir.e it will be
noted that erorroue purchasing povrer is the one eler.ent
of competitive strength Qommon to the department store,
the mail order house and the chain store. In this
respect the independent retailer has alv/ays beer v/eak.
The usual nay to v.'hich this weakness has been referred
is to say that the first cost of goods is only one
element in the rhole cost; that cost is as r.uch a rather
of efficient managem.ent and shrewd selling as it is of
lOTT cost. The further advice ue\;ally given is that if
the independent retailer should improve his management
pnd selling methods he could comipete successfully nth
these modern distributors.
Unquestionably the first statement is true
but it ^vould seem, that a fairer Wr,y to state this fact
v/ould be to say that first coot is highly imrortant;

as much ao ac effiiSirn-t r.?.nGf:e^-ent cr shrerd sf.llir.g.
It has been the purpose cf t^ic fit'idy tc shc^ that
questions ci^ncerning £-11 three phases of retailing rust
be answered satisfactorily before the indepencer.t retailer
will have solved his problem. If ".n article costs one
druggist 70^^ and cncther 7bt it is true that the latter
coula sell it for ^1.00 and make as rr.uch profit ^-^n it as
the former at the c^jiie selling price if his business '^a£
run 30 much more efficiently that he could ee.ve this
difference in first cost. However, if the bu.'.-iness of
the first druggist is so ef :''icient ly managed that the
second druggist cannot sufficiently lovt- r his cost of
doing business he cannot comrete su:ec6ssfully with him.
This is exactly the condition in which th.e
independent finds himself because the chain store at
present represents: the lastword in efficimt m.anager.'.rnt
,
as it has been shown t^at its costs of doing business is
less thr.n that of e ny ether type of retailer. If any
amiount of further study develops a v;ay by which the
business of the independent can be as efficiently managed
as that of the chain store, and the cost cf doing buninees
of each ia equalized, they will still not be competing
evenly until som.e v:ay is devised v; hereby both can buy
their nerohandise at the same first coat. Ho study on
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how the retail druggist c?.n rrieet comretition would te
complete vritho^jt consid^rlr.g the ir.ethode open to hir
v;hich would enable him to buy hia goods at sb low prices
33 his comret itorr, , Nor, if this que'->tion could be
settled a'- tisfoct-rixy, cc-uld it be s&id that the inder en-
dent could then compete successfully until the v;ayB by
which he could manage his business as ef"^iciently or
sell as many dollars wcrtl- of goods per dollar of invest-
ment were pointed out.
GO'^TRfn^E?^'^ RFCULA.'^IOTI AS A SOLT'TION
It has been the pclici'' of nearly all business
ee in the past to allow ac little interferen-:e as possible
by the governr.ent. Since we have always had com.petiticn
i7e must conclude that the '-ajority of people vi'rrt i"^
.
This applies to business men as ^^-"^11 as to the general
rublic.
In Chapter II it was shown that the 'tliited
States had refxched its enviable position under a syst^mi
of competition. If the independent druggist constantly'
falls back upon the government to pass sor.e lav' to help
him out of his troubles, he r&y find that it vill lead
to com.plete social izat i-^n of his business. Complete
regulation is undoubtedly a solution to the problem

but it is r.ot a decirable one.
^he policy pursufd by I!e.G6&chi:setts ir re.rard
to legislation ha.i thus far proved a vvise '-ne. Any lav
which will further clasoify preparations of a r.edicinal
nature for the ' urpose of restricting their sale to
registered arug stores rrill be advisable. This V7ill take
the sale of such article out of the hands of the "drug-
lese drug store" and derartrerts of stores not under the
supervision of a registered druggist. Any law intended
primarily to regulate and improve the profes -^ional side
Df the drug business to the end that the rublic needs
pirill be better satisfied • is advisable, but any law intend-
ing to limit the number of drug stores or otherwise
regulate competition is not desirable.
PRICE liAlTJTFNgECF AH A BOLTTTION
For several years a gre^t many druggists
lave been relying upon the passage of a price rainteneaice
Law, believing that such law will end cut r^rices on
idvertised goods, 8'ince the growth of chain and d&partment
stores has ban due to a great extent to such cut prices
;hey believe that the growth of chains will not only be
stopped but the vray to meet their competition will be
5pened.
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While these druggists have thus hoped, the
opposition to such a law h's successfully prevented its
being passed. During this time department stores have
continued to grov7 and have now begun to combine into
chains th<=riSelve3, or enter into conscl idat iTns of various
kinds for the purpose of further increasing their buying
power. Chain store grov;th has been phenomin- l , In the
grocery trade, 38 per cent of the total cetail grocery
businesj is controlled ther. . ""he corner grocery Btcr*^
ha^ gone and the butcher is about to know the sarr.e fate.
iJhains of every conceivable sort are springing up. "^he
two largest nail order houses have entered into the chain
store field and plan togeth^^r to operate 3000 chain de-
Dartrrent stores throughout the country. Should the druggis'
sit idly by any longer relying on such help when help seerr.s
no nearer than it did fifteen years ago?
Moreover the effect that a price r:aintena.nc6
Law will have on chain and depart "lent stores is proble-
natical since it has been..shown in chapter III that it
ioes not answer the main economic problem presented by
jhain store distribution. Chains have been able to cut
lovvn distribution coats because their enormouB purchasing
^ower enables them to act as their own v/holesaler and -while
.t may be questionable w'-ether or not they have succeeded
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in el iTninat inn; some of the fuuctions of the wholesaler,
there cs.n be no question about the fr.ct that they >^cve
succeeded in reducing the coot of performing these function!
If legislation will deprive therr. of the right to cut the
prices of advertised goods they will st iii be able to
cut the prices of non advertised g-cdn. The possibilities
of auch price cutting can not be Irnc^A'n. Furthernore,
it will deprive the independent re-*:ailer of the on^y
ef-^ective ^7ea^on he han in cooperative retail buving.
Price maintenojice legislation, in Ibhe opinion of t^c -Titer,
is certainly not a solution.
COOPF.UTIVr DU'^IlICr AS A ^^U^^lOtl
Most independent retailers up to the present
time ha\^3 hesitated to endorse the cooperative wholesaler
on the ground that the idea is radical, ^"^ile the elimina-
tion of the v.'holcsaler in the drug businesr. is impossible,
because of the nature of the business, yet it is not
impossible for hir: to reorganize his r.ethodG. "hese
jobbers are tO(^.uc:erous and n-any cf their cv'n number
realize that their methods have been t^asteful as was shown
oy the recent consoiidat ion of fifteen of them discussed
in Chapter IV.
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In srite of this attitude of the iraiority
of the druggists the cooperative r^olesaler ha& continued
to grow. lie has grown to a size which will compel con-
eiderati-^-n of hiw in all future discussions of distribu-
tion of drug store n-^er chandi ?.e . Ke has der-onstrated his
ability to perform the v/arehousing functi n of the whole-
saler as economically as the chain store and f-^r one-
half what it is now costing the old line iobher. It is
the one means that will enable the independent to buy his
goods cheaply as the chains, depart ?r:ert stores, or
mail order houses. Since, as has been repeatedly pointed
out, equal firot cost of merchandise is necesear^'' in any'
complete solution of the independent's problem of
competition, cooperative retail buying is the first step
in our solution.
FFFICIFITT MANAGElIFrTT
The chain store in particular has been able
to eliminate unnecessary costs. It has been able to do
this by operating on the smallest po8s--ible inventory,
having developed the principle of stock s in-.r 1 if icat ion to
the finest point reached by c--ny retailer. Such simpli-
fication has resulted in decreasing the am.ount of fixed
charges such as interest, taxes, depreciation and insuran':;e

enabling the chain to operate at the lov;est possible rer
dint. haG enabled it also to incr-aoe turnover and
profits. Definite statistical data is al'-ays at its
disposal re.3uiting frnr. a detailed coct sycten showing
exactly these varicue costc. In short, it has been
managed r.ore eff ic ier.tly . "he next step neceaG-ary in cur
solution is nore efficient nianagemc nt which rill result
in the el iminrxt i'-:-n of unncessary costs.
MO^F FROFITA.BLF S^^LES
In the discussion of the relationship of
turnover to profits, it was shown that as between items
with a similar rate of profit such profit was increased
by increa^a turnover. it was also whown that turrxver o^
itself cannot r reduce a t^rofit as each sal^ must be at a
price which nill more than cover the cost of the rer-
cbandise pluc the coot of selling it. "^he greater f^is
difference is the greater will be the pccfit. Because
of competition and cut prices the druggist now finds
himself confronted with the fact that the profits on
about 50 per cent of his merchandise stock is less than
his per cent cost of doi-.-g business based on his present
sales volume. To overcome such a ccnditi'n, it we:s shown
that all the types of com.pet it i-' n here under discussion

had complete stocks of "own goods" on rhich the profits v;ere.
80 lar^e that they balanced the sr.aller profits received
on advertised goods.
To meet such competition and such methods
there is no course open to the independent but to adopt
the same methods. It is particularly advisable for him
to do this since, as was shown under the discussion of
personal sal ear.an ship, the druggist is in a Euch better
position than any of hio competitors to move such rer~
chandise because of the confidential relationship existing
bet^.7een him and his customers. The possibility of his
securing these goods at as favorable prices as the chains
lay m the cooperative wholesaler, who must operate a
manufacturing plant, a* the iarge3t one of them now dees,
and supply the independent stores as the chain system,
supplies its unit stores rith the resulting decrease in
cost of advertising ana distribution.
INCRlsABED VOLrn^F OF SALF-S
The remaining difficulties of the druggist in
his struggle to compete with his large competitors are
selling problem.s. Referring again to the discussion of
turnover and profits, we found that by increasing sales
was-another v/ay in which turnover could be increased

and coRsequent ly t he profito, provided such increase wae
at a profit greater than the costs necessary to obtain
such increase. The druggist then must increase hib cales
volume and the firot way pointed out v;aB by cooperative
advertising
.
Much of the Qucceen of the chain and depart-
ment stores is due to the fact that they are heavy
newspaper advertisers, the abiiit" of advertising to
create sales having be proven. They have beena ble
to take advantage of this type of advertising because
their customers are sc= tt^red throughout the district
in which the particular newspapers in ich they advertise
are circulated. The use of such an advertising meduim
is de^^ied to the inder^endent druggist, however, because
his customers come from a vf;ry limited area adjacent to
his store. The cost to him would be prohibitive in
comvarisi-n to any incrrace he could expect in his
sales from such advertising. Such cost can be easily
met however, and the advertising made more effective for
him. by cooperative effort. I^t need not dwell on rrice
only as thain store advertising doee at present, but
could be of an educational kind and d^"ell upon thos ^
things which the independent store can offer more ad-
vantageously than the chain, as for instance the

personal atteritlon or advice of the ov,'ner and manager
on matters of various kinds.
PERRON/IL SALFSMANSKIP
It may be r'Ointed out finally that the inde-
pendent retail druggist has one inherent point of
strength that it "'ill probably never be possible for the
chain store, department store or m.ail order ho-.^se to
meet. This point he r.ust constantly bear in mind and sefek
to develop it to its utm:0st . It is hie opportunity to
practice personal salesmanship. The dru.ggiot ntands in
a position occupied by no other retailer in that he is a
druggist and supplies his customers rith iteris wEich
establish ccnfidnetial relations with them.. The fact
that it is now generally considered unethical on the psrt
of physicians to dispense their own medicines m.akes the
drug£7ist a sort of partner with the doctor in the m.ind
of the patient in the tr''atment of his illness.
For these reasons the drijggist is in a m.cst
favorable position to advise and suggest, and by practic-
ing personal salesmanship can miove his "own goods" or any
others which shov/ him a decent profit. is not
necessary to go to a point or adopt m.ethods by vrhich the
whole subject of predatory price cutting will again arise,

nor it necesoary to adopt a rlan antagonistic to the
advertiser. The druggist has niar.y crpcrtu: it ies tc sell
profitable iter!3 vrithcut harr. either to the customer or
the advert ises .
The suggestions herein outlined are rr.ainly of
a cooperative nature in that they advise the independent
retailer to adopt chain store rr:ethods by himself becoming
a member of a c^.ain and reap the benefits that the chains
are receivintr because of large seal? buying snd sell-ing.
If carried to the most extrer-e point of cooperative effort
there v/ill slrays be one es.:ential difference betvreen the
chains. One t^/pe of store \^ill be independently owneji,
the. ovrner will always be manager and will meet hib custom-
ers peraonallv. '"his store v.'ill al^--ays hr.ve a personality
that of the ovrner himself. The other typ:e will al^^ays
be a unit store of a chain V7ith no individi-alit o+her
than that of the chain itself.
SUMMARY
To meet the competition of the department
store, chain stores, and mail order house, the independent
retial druggist miust:
I, Buy as economically as they, by m.eane of

cooperative retail buying
II !Ianage his store as economically as they
by eliminating unncessary costs due tc large
stocks and decrea:ied volur.e of sales.
III. Increase his profits by having a ^ine cf
"own go'^da" on v;l-ich the larger profits
received vrill offset the smaller profits
resulting f -'r, cut prices.
IV. Increase his sales volur.e by
(a) Cooperative advertising
(b) Personal ealesns-riehip
.
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